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News
Visund North

Libra
A consortium of companies,
including Petrobras, Shell, Total,
CNPC and CNOOC has won a 35year production sharing contract
to develop the giant Libra pre-salt
oil discovery located in the Santos
Basin, offshore Brazil in the 1st Presalt bidding round
Libra is one of the largest deep
water oil accumulations in the world.
It lies in the pre-salt polygon and
is considered a prospect of high
potential.
It lies in approximately 170km (105
miles) off the coast of Rio de Janeiro.
The block covers approximately
1550 km2 in water depths of around
2000m (6500ft). The reservoir depth
is around 3500 meters below the sea
floor (11 500ft).
The Brazilian regulator, Agência
Nacional do Petróleo (ANP),
estimates Libra’s recoverable
resources of between 8–12 billion
barrels of oil. The agency estimates
that total gross peak oil production
could reach 1.4 million barrels
per day. Further appraisal is
required to firm up this estimate, the
development concept and a first oil
date.
Under the law, the National Council
for Energy Policy (CNPE) has a 30%
stake which will be acquired directly
by Petrobras, giving it a total 40%.
Other companies are Shell 20%, Total
20%, CNPC 10% and CNOOC 10%.
A signature bonus of USD $1.4
billion will be paid by the winning
consortium in a single payment
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The contract states that the block
exploration phase will last four
years. The minimum exploratory
programme, to be carried out during
this period, includes 3D seismic for
the whole block, two exploratory wells
and an extended well test.
l This announcement caused
energy business advisors Douglas
Westwood to comment:

"Despite years of media and market
analyst hyperbole the scale of
Petrobras’ plans for its deepwater
pre-salt developments still command a
great deal of head scratching.
"For example, we at DW expect that
over the next five years the Brazilian
NOC will account for 35% of global
demand for deepwater subsea
construction vessels and more acutely
60% of dedicated flexlay vessels –
that‘s serious buying power.
"Undoubtedly, many are questioning
whether the supply chain will be able
to support this kind of ambition – there
are certainly not enough vessels
currently in the market.
"This reality has seen Petrobras
instigate a wave of newbuild orders
to work on long-term construction
contracts with the recently announced
$1.6bn deal with Subsea 7 to provide
three dedicated flex layers (Technip
and SapuraKencana have similar
arrangements).
"Whilst the long term nature of these
contracts will provide the security
of utilisation there is some concern
that the length and relatively limited
service scope may inhibit the earning
potential of these high-end assets.
During the difficult years between
2009-2012 Brazil was widely regarded
as the lighthouse in the storm for the
deepwater service industry.
"However, with most analysts
now projecting a rapid return to
prominence for African-based activity,
options are opening up and with them
the promise of increased profitability
for EPCI contractors.
"With a new supply crunch for
deepwater construction vessels
expected in 2016 the challenge facing
Petrobras appears to be providing
the commercial incentive to continue
attracting those largest contractors
who are willing to invest heavily in
the long term whilst also managing
their internal costs to avoid further
development delays."
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Visund - Photo: Kjetil Alsvik - Statoil.

Visund North has started production
as the sixth of the 12 fast-track
projects that Statoil has in its portfolio.
The field has been developed by a
standard, four-well subsea template.
The oil is transported in a new
pipeline to the Visund A platform for
processing via a pipeline manifold
and a new subsea safety integrity
valve under the platform.
The scheduled startup was
established two years ago. It has
shared much of same project
organisation and implementation
experiences with Visund South, the
first development in Statoil’s fast track
portfolio.
The total recoverable reserves are
estimated at 29 million barrels of
oil equivalent (boe) and the total
investment for the field development
is NOK 3.3 billion.
“Production from Visund North is a
significant part of the production from

Kirinskoye
Russia’s first subsea production
facility has been successfully tested
at the Kirinskoye gas and condensate
field, part of the Sakhalin III project.
Kirinskoye is located in the Sea of
Okhotsk, 28km to the north-east
offshore the Sakhalin Island and in a
water depth of around 90m.
Kirinskoye came onstream in
October 2013 in a project which
included testing the Sakhalin –
Khabarovsk – Vladivostok gas
transmission system.
The subsea production facility
comprised of several high-pressure
pipelines fixed to a single base.
Gazprom says that the subsea
production facility makes it possible
to produce hydrocarbons in severe
climatic conditions, even under
ice, with no platforms or other
above-water facilities required.
When designing the facility, it

took into account the seismic
activity in the region, and that is
why the equipment is resistant to
earthquakes with magnitudes of up
to 9 points.
Six more production wells are
planned for field which will peak at
gas production will amount to 5.5
billion cubic meters a year.
As part of the Sakhalin III project,
Gazprom operates three blocks:
Kirinsky, Ayashsky and VostochnoOdoptinsky. The Sakhalin III gas
resources are estimated at 1.1 trillion
cubic meters, the bulk of them being
concentrated in the Kirinsky block
which includes Kirinskoye, YuzhnoKirinskoye and Mynginskoye gas
and condensate fields.
All reserves are within the C1
category and amount to 162.5 billion
cubic meters of gas and 19.1 million
tons of gas condensate.

the Visund field and contributes to the
extension of the economic lifetime of
the Visund A platform.
In addition new resources in the
northern Visund area have been
proved with the Rhea discovery in
January 2013 which was drilled by
an exploration pilot from one of the
Visund North wells,” said Tom Karsten
Gustavsen, Statoil vice president for
Kvitebjørn, Visund and Grane.
The five fast-track field developments
in production in addition to Visund
North are Skuld, Stjerne, Vigdis Northeast, Hyme and Visund South.
The seven remaining developments in
the fast-track portfolio are Vilje South,
Fram H-North, Svalin C, Gullfaks
South oil, Oseberg Delta 2 and
Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen.
These 12 fast-track field
developments are scheduled to
produce 200,000 boe per day within
the end of 2014.

Kirinskoye

Bertam

Lundin Malaysia has received
approval for the Bertam field
development plan from Petronas.
The field is located in Block PM307,
offshore Peninsular Malaysia.
Bertam will be developed using a
20-slot Wellhead Platform adjacent
to a spread moored FPSO in a

water depth of 76m. The subsurface
development concept consists of 14
horizontal wells.
The total gross capital investment
associated with the Bertam field
development, excluding any FPSO
related costs, is estimated at
approximately US$ 400 million.
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News
TEN
FMC has received an order from Tullow Ghana Limited
to supply subsea systems for its Tweneboa-EnyenraNtomme Development (TEN Project) offshore Ghana.
The order has an estimated value of US$340 million in
revenue.
FMC Technologies' scope of supply includes subsea
trees, manifolds, tooling, associated subsea control
systems and systems integration. FMC has recently
completed the assembly and testing of the first
Ghanaian-built subsea trees at its support base in
Takoradi.
l Technip, leader of a consortium with Subsea7, has
been awarded two contracts with a combined value of
approximately US$1.23 billion.

Enyenra

Technip’s scope of work includes the engineering,
fabrication and installation of nine flexible risers, three
flexible flowlines and 12 flexible spools totaling 48km;
engineering, fabrication and installation of 33km of
water injection and gas injection rigid flowlines;
installation of about 63km
of static and dynamic
umbilicals; engineering,
Wawa
pre-fabrication, final
assembly and installation
of 10 well rigid jumpers
and delivery of further
six prefabricated rigid
Tweneboa
jumpers.
Non-Associated Gas
Tweneboa
Jubilee

Ntomme

TEN
Development and
Production Area

The TEN development,
Ghana
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The TEN Project is located
in the Deepwater Tano
Contract Area, 60km off
the coast of Ghana and
approximately 30km west
of the Tullow Operated
Jubilee Field.
The TEN Project is
expected to deliver first
oil in 2016, with a plateau
production rate of 80 000
bopd.

Development of the TEN Project will require the drilling
and completion of up to 24 development wells which
will be connected through subsea infrastructure to a
Floating, Production, Storage and Offloading vessel
(FPSO), moored in approximately 1500m of water.
Design work on the FPSO, subsea facilities and the
development wells was initiated in 2011 and, following
approval of the Development Plan, major contracts will
now be finalised and subsequently awarded.
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The P-63 FPSO on Papa Terra

Papa Terra
Petrobras have started up production on platform P-63,
connected to well PPT-12, in the Papa Terra field, located in
the southern Campos Basin.
The floating production storage and offloading (FPSO)
platform is anchored at a water depth of 1200m and
has capacity to process 140 000 barrels of oil per day,
compress 1 000000m3 of gas and inject 340 000bbl of
water. It is the first production system to be deployed in
Papa Terra.
The new FPSO is one of a number of production projects
planned for this year and included in the 2013-2017
Business and Management Plan. A combination of
reservoirs containing 14–17 API crude and the deep-water
location makes Papa Terra one of the most challenging
projects ever conceived by Petrobras, calling for various
innovative solutions.
Besides FPSO P-63, which is to be connected to five
production and 11 injection wells, Tension Leg Wellhead
Platform (TLWP) platform P-61 will also operate in the area,
connected to 13 production wells. It is the first TLWP to
operate in Brazil and will be towed to its final location this
month.
Wells will be connected to P-63 using flexible subsea pipes
with electric heating (known as Integrated Production
Bundles - IPB). P-61 will be connected to dry completion
wells, with control valves located on the platform rather than
on the sea bed. All 18 production wells will be fitted with
submersible centrifugal pumps. Output from P-61 will be
transferred by multiphase flow to FPSO P-63.

Snorre 2040
Statoil has recommended building a new drilling and processing platform
as the main finding of the 'Snorre 2040' project which carried out two
development concepts—a subsea development with continued use of the
Snorre A and B platforms, or a development with a new platform tied in to
Snorre A and B.
Snorre field reserves are currently
estimated at 1.55 billion barrels of oil.
The original estimate when the plan
for development and operation (PDO)
was submitted in 1989 was about
760 million barrels of oil. Thanks to a
number of IOR measures and use of
new technology, reserves have more
than doubled.
When the PDO was submitted, the
estimated recovery rate was 25%.
Today the estimated recovery rate is
47%, but Snorre has an ambition of
implementing additional IOR measures
that will enable the field to increase the
recovery rate to 55%.

Snorre 2040 plan

Take your subsea
projects further

Developing technologydriven solutions to meet
global energy needs

Energy is at the core of Technip. With engineering, technologies and project management,
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on land and at sea, we safely deliver innovative energy solutions for our clients.

To find out more about Technip, its projects
and available vacancies, please visit:

www.technip.com
Find us on:
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News
Ruby

EMAS AMC

EMAS AMC

Mubadala Petroleum has announced
that production at the Ruby gas field
in Indonesia. Ruby is located within
the Sebuku Production Sharing
Contract (PSC) in the Makassar Strait
between the islands of Kalimantan and
Sulawesi.

PETRONAS has announces oil
production from the Balai field in the
Balai Cluster Risk Service Contract
(RSC) area.

Ezra Holdings Subsea Services
company EMAS AMC and Offshore
Support Services EMAS Marine
divisions have been awarded
projects worth US$110 million.
These projects will be executed in
the Gulf of Mexico and the AsiaPacific region.

First gas from Ruby follows a
safe and successful hook-up and
commissioning phase and parallel
operations drilling Ruby’s four
production wells, which commenced
with the completion of the installation
of the offshore platforms in June 2013.
All platform facilities were constructed
in Indonesian fabrication yards
between September 2011 and March
2013. The topside modules for the
tripod wellhead platform (WHP) and
the processing and quarters platform
(PQP) were constructed in Pendingan
and Handil, respectively, and WHP
and PQP steel jackets in Batam. The
312 kilometer-long subsea pipeline
that connects the Ruby platform to
the dedicated terminal for processing
at the Senipah onshore gas plant,
operated by Total E&P, was installed
at the end of 2012.
Approximately 250 billion cubic feet
(bcf) of gas will be produced for sale
to the domestic market over the life of
the field

The field’s first oil was achieved
utilising an early production vessel
(EPV) as a part of the RSC area’s
extended well testing (EWT)
programme.
The Balai Cluster RSC was awarded
in August 2011 to BC Petroleum Sdn
Bhd, a partnership between Roc Oil
(Malaysia) Pty Ltd, Dialog D & P Sdn
Bhd and PETRONAS Carigali Sdn Bhd.
It is the second RSC that has
successfully achieved oil production
after the Berantai gas field.
The development area is located
approximately 100-130 km northeast
of Bintulu. The project facilities consist
of four light weight Tarpon Guyed
Caisson Well Head Platforms and an
EPV, namely the EPV Balai Mutiara,
with on board storage capacity of
about 50,000 barrels, well testing
facilities and accommodation for 40
persons. The EWT is part of the Balai
Cluster pre-development phase and
is designed to provide additional
production and reservoir performance
information required from the oil
fields in order to support the field.
Ruby

EMAS AMC’s project wins come
from a national oil company
operating in the Gulf of Mexico for
a SURF type offshore installation
project, while the other comes from
an oil major operating in Asia for
pipeline repair works. Both projects
are scheduled to commence
before the end of 2013, and will be
managed from the Group’s Houston
and Singapore offices respectively.
Adding to Ezra’s contract wins,
EMAS Marine has been awarded
three new charters with a national
oil company and an oil major in
South East Asia for two anchor,
handling, towing and supply (AHTS)
vessels and a platform supply
vessel (PSV). The contracts have an
average tenure of around 3.5 years,
including options.

Bibby/Shell Burnei
Bibby Offshore Singapore (BOS)
has completed extensive Inspection,
Repair and Maintenance (IRM) work
on Brunei Shell Petroleum (BSP)
offshore assets.
The project involved the inspection
of BSP’s East and West assets and
covered a total of 48 pipelines, with
a combined length of 272km, and 93
platform risers.
The work was performed by the
Bibby Spring operated by BOS.
The DP2 ROV Support Vessel is
fully configured for IRM operations
and boasts dual ROV capability,
including the Atom, the latest
compact workclass ROV from SMD.
The vessel is also equipped with
comprehensive data acquisition and
processing packages.
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First on Fukushima
First Subsea has supplied cable connectors to the Fukushima floating pilot
wind farm project, offshore Japan.
The connectors are being used to
connect 66kV and 22kV cables to
a 2MW wind turbine and floating
substation. The facility’s floating
66kV power sub-station is the first of
its kind for the offshore wind energy
industry.
The First Subsea cable connector has
a self-activating mechanism allowing diverless deployment offshore.

The male connectors are guided into
receptacles on the wind turbine and
substation and, once engaged, cannot
be released until the load has been
removed.
A simple disengage mechanism allows
the connector to be released and
recovered for re-use.
The Japanese Government has
decided to accelerate the move to
renewable technologies, and the

Fukushima Wind Farm project is a
major milestone in the switch from
nuclear to renewable energy for the
region. The project known as Fukushima FORWARD is part of a bigger
scheme to reconstruct the area.
During the wind farm’s pilot phase,
engineers are conducting an experimental study of power systems,
leading to development of a common platform for floating offshore
wind power.

Fukushima connection
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Prelude floated out
Shell’s Prelude floating liquefied
natural gas (FLNG) facility has been
floated out of the dry dock at the Samsung Heavy Industries (SHI) yard in
Geoje, South Korea, where the facility
is currently under construction.
Once complete, Prelude FLNG will be
the largest floating facility ever built.
It will unlock new energy resources
offshore and produce approximately
3.6 million tonnes of liquefied natural
gas (LNG) per annum to meet growing
demand.

Prelude is the largest ever sent to sea
with a bow and stern half a kilometre
apart, yet the oil company's engineers
are currently designing a facility even
larger than Prelude, a vessel that will
need to last 25 years moored in the
Indian Ocean's "cyclone alley" off Australia's northwest coast.
Prelude FLNG is the first deployment
of Shell’s FLNG technology and will
operate in a remote basin around
475 kilometres north-east of Broome,
Western Australia for around 25 years.
The facility will remain onsite during all
weather events, having been designed
to withstand a category 5 cyclone.
Prelude, which analysts says may cost
over $12 billion (7 billion pounds) to
build, will be producing by 2017.
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Total Moho Phase 1
OneSubsea has been awarded a pump systems
contract for the Total Moho Phase 1bis development
in offshore Congo. The scope of supply includes a
Multiphase Pump Station with 2 off 3.5 MWhigh-boost
pumps, a power and control module, a power and
control umbilical, and PhaseWatcher Subsea Multiphase
Flow Meters with Vx technology for pump control.
The field is located offshore Congo, in water depths
ranging from 1969 ft (600m) to 2625 ft (800m).
Manufacturing and testing will take place at
OneSubsea’s Horsøy facility in Norway.
“This is our fourth contract to provide booster pump
systems for Total E&P,” said Atle Ingebrigtsen, president
of the OneSubsea Processing Systems division.

Pre Salt
FMC Technologies has signed an agreement with
Petrobras for the supply of subsea manifolds for its
pre-salt fields, located offshore Brazil. The total scope
of supply includes the delivery of up to 16 subsea
manifolds and would result in approximately $650 million
in revenue if all of the subsea equipment included in the
agreement is ordered.
The initial order from the agreement includes 11
manifolds, tools and controls. This order is in addition to
the three subsea manifolds of identical design ordered
by Petrobras earlier this year. The equipment will be
engineered and manufactured in Brazil with delivery
scheduled to begin in 2015.

News
BC-10
Shell has begun production from the second development
phase of the Parque das Conchas (BC-10) project,
located off Brazil’s south-east coast. BC-10 is comprised
of several subsea fields tied back to the floating
production, storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel,
Espírito Santo.
In 2009 the first phase of the project began production,
when the Abalone and Ostra fields were connected, along
with the Argonauta B-West reservoir. The peak production
of the first phase was more than 90,000 barrels of oil
equivalent (boe). Phase 2 connected a fourth reservoir to
the vessel, the Argonauta O-North. At its peak, Phase 2 is
expected to produce approximately 35 000 boe/day.
Building on what was already a successful proving
ground for technology innovation, a 4-D Life of Field
Seismic monitoring system was installed as part of Phase
2 subsea development. This technology, consisting of
a network of seismic sensors installed throughout the
field on the seabed, allows to more effective and efficient
monitoring of the reservoir. This is the deepest installation
of its kind on a full-field scale in the world (approximately
1800m or 6000ft).

DOF Reach Subsea

DOF Subsea has entered into a long-term charter
agreement with Reach Subsea for the newbuild MPSV
vessel Normand Reach. The charter contract starts
when the vessel is delivered from the yard in end May
2014, and the contract terms are two years with two
1-year options. The charter contract includes 2 WROVs
and personnel. The vessel will be operated by DOF
Subsea.

Edvard Greig / Utsiara

Technip awarded important contract by Statoil for
subsea project related to the future Edvard Grieg Oil
Pipeline as well as Utsira high gas pipeline.
The project will help connect the oil pipeline from
the Edvard Grieg platform to the existing Grane oil
export pipeline, towards the Sture terminal. Moreover,
the Utsira high gas pipeline will be connected from
the Edvard Grieg platform to the Scottish Area Gas
Evacuation (SAGE) pipeline.
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Parque das Conchas 3

FMC Technologies has received an order from Shell to
supply subsea systems for the Parque das Conchas
Phase 3 development offshore Brazil. The scope of
supply includes seven subsea trees, two manifolds and
associated subsea control systems. The company will
also supply tie-in connection systems and subsea distribution hardware and associated tooling and services.
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Shell produces first oil from phase 2 of Parque das Conchas,
offshore Brazil

operating uptime.
Proven reliability.

AD01047OSS

OneSubsea Control Systems: High availability for continuous production
Designed to deliver the highest level of reliability. Built with technology that assures it. With the
subsea control module from OneSubsea™, you benefit from a proven track record of 99.9% uptime
since entering the market in 2000. This reliability is a result of the OneSubsea unrivaled qualification
process, with industry-leading design, superior quality components and built-in redundancies.
From subsea processing to production systems, OneSubsea delivers industry-leading control systems
to meet your future technology challenges. Visit www.onesubsea.com/leadingdesign
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Also known as BC-10 Phase 3, the development is the
second expansion of the original block located offshore Brazil in water depths ranging from 5000–6500
ft (1500–2000m). FMC Technologies was awarded
Phase 1 in 2006 and Phase 2 in 2010 and supplied
the subsea systems, including separation and boosting modules to Shell.

Johan Castberg

Aker Solutions won a contract from Statoil to conduct an
extended floater concept study for the Johan Castberg
oilfield development in the Barents Sea. The contract,
worth NOK 250 million.
Aker Solutions has previously conducted concept studies
for Johan Castberg, which is estimated to hold between
400 million and 600 million barrels of oil. The Statoiloperated field is located about 240km from Hammerfest.

Delta House

News
Ekofisk South

ConocoPhillips has announced first oil production from its
Ekofisk South development project in the Norwegian North
Sea. This is the first of several new major project startups
that will contribute to the company’s growth over the next
few years.
In Norway, a second project, Eldfisk II, is scheduled to
start up by early 2015. These projects will increase ultimate
resource recoveries and extend the field life of this premier
legacy asset for years to come.

Technip has been awarded a substantial contract by
LLOG Exploration Offshore for the development of the
Delta House field, located in the Mississippi Canyon area
of the US Gulf of Mexico.

Ekofisk South, along with Eldfisk II and other development
projects offshore Norway, will add approximately 60,000
barrels of oil equivalent per day of net high-margin
production to the company’s production volumes by 2017.

This contract covers the project management,
engineering, fabrication, installation and precommissioning of more than 200km of infield and export
flowlines and risers. The water depth of this development
is comprised between approximately 100 and 2000m
(360 and 6500ft).

The Ekofisk South project includes the planned drilling of
35 new production wells and eight water injection wells.
One well is currently producing. Drilling is underway on
additional wells and production is expected to ramp up
over the next four years as new wells are brought on line.

The infield flowlines and risers will be welded at the
Group’s spoolbase in Mobile, Alabama. The offshore
installation is expected to be performed in the second
half of 2014.

Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen

FMC Technologies has received an order from Statoil
for subsea equipment for the Gullfaks Rimfaksdalen
project. The order has an estimated value of $90 million
in revenue. The scope of supply includes subsea trees,
wellheads, a manifold, control systems integration and
other associated equipment.

The Greater Ekofisk Area, located approximately 200 miles
(300 km) offshore Stavanger, comprises four producing
fields: Ekofisk, Eldfisk, Embla and Tor. Crude oil from
Greater Ekofisk’s producing fields is exported via pipeline
to Teesside, England, and natural gas flows via pipeline to
Emden, Germany.

KuMaZa Canterell Lifting

Brazil Work

Subsea 7 has been awarded two contracts with a
combined value of US$600 million from Petrobras. These
are for operation of the Pipelay Support Vessels (PLSVs)
Seven Mar and Seven Condor for approximately three
years.
The work scope of the contract is similar to that of other
PLSVs which Subsea 7 currently operates offshore
Brazil, comprising project management, engineering
and installation of flowlines, umbilicals and equipment
supplied by Petrobras.
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Carigali Hess

Allied Marine Equipment (AME), the wholly-owned
subsidiary of SapuraKencana has awarded a
US$19.7 million contract by Carigali Hess to provide
subsea inspection services. AME will inspect jackets,
pipelines and floating storage and offloading vessel
(FSO). The company will also supply diving equipment,
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) and support vessel.
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The crane vessel Oleg Strashnov

Seaway Heavy Lifting has signed a contract with Permaducto
to execute work in Mexico in a joined offshore programme for
the Pemex’s KuMaZa/Cantarell project.
Installation of the decks and jacket will be done by using
the Oleg Strashnov – a state of the art crane vessel, with a
5000mt revolving crane and DP3 capabilities.

Comparative
designs of
decommissioning
vessels

New Allseas Vessel
Allseas is to build a second
single-lift platform installation and
decommissioning vessel. This
will be larger than Pieter Schelte
dynamically positioned singlelift installation/decommissioning
and pipelay vessel which is
currently under construction at
Daewoo Shipbuilding and Marine
Engineering (DSME) in Okpo, Korea
The topsides lift capacity will be
72 000t, exceeding the capacity of
Pieter Schelte by 50%. While the
Pieter Schelte is 124m (406ft) wide,
the new vessel will have a width of
160m (525ft), She will be operational
in 2020.

l Shell has awarded Allseas the
topsides and jacket removal contract
for the Brent field platforms. The
contract also includes the removal of
Brent Alpha’s steel jacket.
The Brent contract is the first to use
the Pieter Schelte. The Brent field is
situated on the UK Continental Shelf,
186 km (116 miles) north-east of
Lerwick, Scotland, in a water depth of
140m (460 ft).
The field comprises four large
platforms: Alpha (a steel jacket),
Bravo, Charlie and Delta (concrete
gravity-based structures), with topside
weights ranging from 16 000–30 000t.
Removals begin with Brent Delta in
2015/16, and the remaining topsides
over the ensuing eight years with
dates to be confirmed.

Aker Solutions/Cargotec
Aker Solutions will sell its Pusnes
mooring and loading systems
business to Cargotec for NOK1.4bn
The unit, provides mooring
equipment, loading and offloading
systems, as well as deck machinery
for the global offshore and shipping
markets.

Teledyne/CDL

Teledyne has acquired navigation
system company CDL which will now
operate under the name Teledyne
CDL. The company designs and
manufactures a variety of sensors
including gyrocompasses, attitude
and heading reference systems, and
inertial navigation systems.
In particular, CDL has pioneered the
development of small form factor
inertial measurement systems for use
in subsea applications

Bluefin/Seebyte

Autonomous underwater vehicle
manufacturer Bluefin Robotics,
has acquired SeeByte, a provider
of autonomous platform software
that enhances the user experience
and the capabilities of underwater
sensors, vehicles and systems.

Aegir

Subsea 7
Subsea 7 is investing over £5.5million
in refurbishing its pipeline bundle
fabrication site at Wick, Caithness.
Established in 1978,this unique site
runs 7.8km inland, covering a total
area in excess of 300 000m2 and has
a sheltered bay in which to launch
the pipeline bundles.
deepwater construction vessel Aegir

Heerema Marine Contractors’ new deepwater construction vessel Aegir, a
customised Ulstein SOC 5000 design developed by Ulstein Sea of Solutions,
won the Dutch KVNR Shipping Award.
The state-of-the-art vessel is designed for world-wide operations and suited for
executing complex infrastructure and pipeline projects in ultra-deep water. The
vessel is capable to switch between various pipelay modes and has sufficient
lifting capacity to install fixed platforms in relatively shallow waters as well as
performing installations jobs in deep water. The maximum waterdepth in which
she is able to operate is 3500m.

The refurbishment programme is
set to be carried out in two phases
and includes new state-of-the-art
equipment for five firing lines, a 230m
extension to the main fabrication
shop and a new office and welfare
complex at the landward end of the
facility.
The first phase which began in 2012
is now complete with the second
phase of refurbishment scheduled for
completion in 2014.
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Galoc

Remotely-Operated Piling System

The Skandi Skansen construction vessel has arrived at
the Galoc field to commence offshore subsea installation
activities, offshore Philippines. Galoc is located in 290m
of water, 65km North West of Palawan Island and 350km
south of Manila in the Republic of the Philippines. First
oil will be produced into the FPSO Rubicon Intrepid.

Conductor Installation Services (CIS) has launched a
new remotely-operated Subsea Piling System which can
drive piles as large as 36in in diameter in water depths up
to 300m. This system features self-tensioning hydraulic
winches that lower and raise the hydraulic hoses and
electrical cables that connect to the hammer.

Carioca

“While other systems rely upon technicians to carry out
this critical action by manually operating the winches,”
said Andy Penman, Group Managing Director of the
CIS Group, "the constant-tensioning capability of
the new subsea piling system’s winches means that
they automatically heave and lower according to sea
conditions. In essence, we have removed the guesswork
and risk of human error, making the process more
efficient, reliable, and much safer.”

Modes has been awarded a contract by Petrobras
for the supply, charter, and operations of a floating,
production, storage and offloading (FPSO) vessel for
the BM-S-9 block (Carioca Area) in the giant "pre-salt"
region of the Santos Basin, Brazil. The FPSO will be
deployed at Carioca field in a water depth of 3937ft
(2100m).
The Schahin Group and Modec are responsible for the
engineering, procurement, construction, mobilization,
installation and operation of the FPSO, including
topsides processing equipment as well as hull and
marine systems. Modec subsidiary SOFEC, will design
and supply the spread mooring system.
The FPSO Cidade de Caraguatatuba MV27 will be
capable of processing 100 000 b/d oil, 177 MMscf/d,
120 000 b/d water injection and has storage of
1 600 000 barrels of crude oil. Delivery is expected by
June 2016.

Seven Waves

Subsea 7's Seven Waves arrived at Huisman Schiedam
quayside for the installation of equipment. The vessel,
built by IHC Offshore, will be equipped with a 550mt
Flex-lay system and a 400t Offshore Mast Crane.
The 550mt Flex-lay system will be the highest
capacity flex-lay system onboard a pipelay vessel
and is designed and built for the installation of flexible
pipelines in 3000m water depth. The tower is tiltable
to allow connection of flexible risers to rigid pipelines
which are retrieved from the seabed.
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The system’s tensioners are retractable to allow for safe
and efficient abandonment and recovery and pipeline
end termination installation procedures. They have been
designed according to the most stringent requirements
and are equipped with a squeeze control system which
allows for accurate control of squeeze loads, also at low
values. This is important when handling umbilicals.
The 400t deepwater crane (up to 3000m) is equipped
with a deepwater lowering system and an active heave
compensation system to counteract the vessel’s heaving
motion when landing a load on the seabed. These
features will make it an efficient tool for the installation of
heavy loads required for deepwater subsea production
systems.
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Driving piles with the technology offered by the Subsea
Piling System has been streamlined, making it very
straightforward. The entire process is carried out by a
pile-driving engineer from a control unit and monitoring
system located on-board a vessel or barge.
A hydraulic hammer, which is connected via an electronic
umbilical cable to the control system, is lowered into the
water and placed directly over a subsea pile. Once it is
accurately positioned, the pile is driven into the seabed
by until it reaches its target depth. The operation is
continuously monitored and controlled from the dedicated
CIS control cabin.
“The CIS remotely-operated piling method offers
complete control so that the level of accuracy achieved
by every blow of the hammer is much greater,” said
James Chadd, Technical Sales Manager for the CIS
Group. “The more accurate it is, the less time it takes to
drive the pile. Put simply, it’s faster, much more efficient
and costs less.”
The Subsea Piling System is comprised of several primary
components. These include:
1) A hydraulic hammer dressed for working subsea,
2) A control unit equipped with instrumentation and
technology used to carry out and monitor the piling
process,
3) A power unit,
4) hydraulic hose and cable winches that carry up to
300m of hoses or cable
5) An upending frame.
CIS is part of Acteon which already has a piling
company, MENCK. CIS will focus on serving the
drilling market while MENCK will operated in the
marine and construction sector.
Subsea Piling System

Capping Stack
Marine Well Containment Company
(MWCC) has announced that the
single ram capping stack, which
is part of the company’s interim
containment system, can now cap a
well that has fluids with temperatures
up to 350oF.
MWCC is the only well containment
provider that has this industry-first
capping stack capable of handling
temperatures of 350oF at pressures
up to 15 000psi, which is just one
example of how the company
continues to advance its capabilities.

CEM on Burullus

ClampOn has been awarded
a contract from Saipem for the
supply of ClampOn Subsea (CEM),
Corrosion-Erosion Monitors. This is
one of the largest contracts received
by ClampOn to date.
The CEM systems will be configured
with our latest technology and may
be upgraded with the capability to

The single ram capping stack is
the centerpiece of the company’s
interim containment system and
weighs100t. Increasing the rating to
350oF required upgrading multiple
pieces of equipment to ensure higher
temperatures could be tolerated while
still maintaining safe operation of the
capping stack.
MWCC received technical input from
its member companies and industry
providers throughout the rerate
process and worked closely with
regulators to ensure all requirements

perform tomography mapping of
the pipe when this is available.
The ClampOn Corrosion-Erosion
Monitors will be part of Saipem’s
delivery to the West Delta Deep
Marine Phase IXa Project,
operated by the Burullus Gas
Company in the Mediterranean
Sea.
Corrosion-Erosion
Monitors

were met. The capping stack is
now approved for use in these
new applications and is part of
MWCC’s long-term service offering
to members and to non-members on
a per well basis.
As MWCC members look for
new and deeper sources of
hydrocarbons, the company
remains committed to providing
advanced containment technology
to accommodate their evolving
needs.
The re-rated capping
stack is just the most
recent containment
system
enhancement.
This summer,
MWCC made
available
a more
compact
dual ram
10k psi
capping
stack designed
to reach deepwater areas
where well casings and riser
systems are closely spaced.
Capping stack
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News
Jasmine

Floatel Victory

ConocoPhillips has commenced gas production from
the Jasmine field in the UK central North Sea.Jasmine
lies approximately six miles west of the Judy production
facility.

Keppel FELS has named of their third consecutive
accommodation semisubmersible (semi) rig Floatel Victory.
The rig will be delivered ahead of schedule and within
budget.

It will comprise a 24-slot Jasmine wellhead platform (WHP)
and an accommodation and utility platform bridge-linked to
the WHP; a Judy riser and separation platform (JRP) and
additional Judy well slots bridge-linked to the existing Judy
Platform; and a 6-mi, 16-in. multi-phase pipeline bundle
pipeline from the WHP to the existing Judy complex.

The rig will be chartered to Chevron for work in the Gulf
of Mexico and BP in the West Shetlands. The first two
accommodation semis – Floatel Superior and Floatel
Reliance - which Keppel FELS had built for Floatel, were
delivered in 2010 to the same high standards of execution.

The company discovered the high-pressure/hightemperature gas/condensate field in 2006 in blocks 30/6
and 30/07a, roughly 6 mi (9 km) west of the company’s
Judy platform.
It is the largest new UK field onstream since Buzzard in
2007.
Jasmine’s facility can produce 140,000 boe/d.
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Mr Peter Jacobsson, CEO of Floatel, said,"The fourth rig
that we are currently building for Floatel is progressing well
and on track for scheduled delivery in 2015. We have just
started work on the fifth rig that was awarded by Floatel in
August this year, and we look forward to building on our
win-win partnership with more excellent deliveries."
Floatel Victory is built to Keppel's proprietary SSAUTM
5000NG design, which is developed by Keppel Offshore.

NOK 400 million contracts for DOF

DOF Subsea AS has been awarded
several contracts, with a total value
of approx. NOK 400 million.
In the Brazil region DOF Subsea
has been awarded an RSV contract
with Petrobras. The contract has
a firm period of 18 months and
mobilization will commence early
December. DOF Subsea Brasil
Servicos., a subsidiary of DOF
Subsea AS, will deliver ROV
services under the contract.

DOF Subsea Group has recently been
awarded multiple subsea projects for
the chartered in vessel Harvey DeepSea in the Gulf of Mexico.
The recently delivered Harvey
Deep-sea successfully completed

commissioning mid-September,
and are currently mobilizing for the
first subsea projects. The awarded
projects will secure utilization of the
vessel for approximately 60 days in
the period from today and until end
November.

Harvey Deep-sea

In the Atlantic region DOF Subsea
has been awarded two contracts,
where the scope of work includes
IMR services related to pipelines
and mooring installations. Offshore
operations will take place during
Q1 2014, resulting in close to full
utilization for the Atlantic fleet during
the winter season
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Vessels
Cutter Suction Dredger
IHC Merwede has been awarded the contract for the design, construction and delivery
of a 23,684kW self-propelled cutter suction
dredger (CSD) from Boskalis. The innovative
new dredging vessel will be one of the largest
CSDs of its kind in the world.
As part of the close cooperation and working relationship between Boskalis and IHC Merwede, much attention
has been paid to the design of this latest CSD in terms of safety,
the environment and increased operational workability. A particular feature of the vessel is the widening of the aft ship in order to reduce the draught.
Type			Self-propelled CSD
Customer 		
Royal Boskalis Westminister
Builder			
IHC Holland BV
Length overall		
152m
Breadth			28m
Total installed power
23,684kW
Maximum dredging depth 35m
Accommodation 		
45 people

Morecambe Bay Grouting
FoundOcean, contracted to Subsea 7,
has completed member infill grouting
services to strengthen a tubular member
of the DPPA Platform situated within
Morecambe Bay in the Irish Sea.
A horizontal steel member at elevation
-7m on the platform was filled with
ordinary Portland cement grout to
give it additional residual strength in
preparation for a clamp that will be
fitted at a later date. The member was
27m long with an inside diameter of
0.6m, resulting in a total grout volume
of 7.6m3.
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The contract follows an upsurge of
inspection, repair, and maintenance
contract wins in the past quarter, due
to the increasing numbers of European
offshore assets undergoing structural
upgrades as part of life extension
programmes.
Jim Bell, Managing Director for
FoundOcean commented, “We expect
to see more of this type of contract over
the coming years as operators address
declines in production due to the impact
of their ageing infrastructure.”
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Infill grouting services

ULSTEIN designed 'Aegir' wins KVNR Shipping Award
'Heerema Marine Contractors’ new
Deepwater Construction Vessel ‘Aegir’,
a customised ULSTEIN SOC 5000
design developed by Ulstein Sea
of Solutions, won the Dutch KVNR
Shipping Award.

our design experiences in complex
offshore construction vessels’, says

Edwin van Leeuwen, General
Manager at Ulstein Sea of Solutions.

The state-of-the-art vessel is designed
for world-wide operations and suited for
executing complex infrastructure and
pipeline projects in ultra-deep water.
The vessel is capable to switch
between various pipelay modes
and has sufficient lifting capacity to
install fixed platforms in relatively
shallow waters as well as performing
installations jobs in deep water.
The maximum waterdepth in which
she is able to operate is 3500m. The
versatility in operational modes allows
HMC to offer its clients savings in
additional vessels and mobilization and
sailing times.
‘We are proud that we have been able
to support Heerema in developing this
innovative vessel based on combining
Heeremas operational experience and
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Vessels
IHC Merwede has successfully named and launched the pipelaying vessel SAPURA DIAMANTE
in a ceremony at the company’s shipyard in Krimpen aan den IJssel, The Netherlands.

Sapura Diamante

The naming of the innovative offshore vessel was carried out by Mrs Christina Lucia Duarte Pinho,
the Executive Manager of Petrobras E&P Service.
The 550t pipelaying vessel – ordered by Sapura Navegação Marítima, a joint venture between
SapuraKencana and Seadrill – is the first in a series of five fully integrated offshore vessels, which
will be completely designed, engineered and built by IHC Merwede. After delivery, the SAPURA
DIAMANTE will be used to develop deep-sea oilfields of up to 2,500 metres in Brazilian waters on
behalf of Petrobras.
The SAPURA DIAMANTE will be equipped with a pipelaying spread that is being designed by
IHC Engineering Business. It comprises of two below-deck storage carousels, with capacities for
2,500t and 1,500t of product respectively. A vertical (tiltable) lay system – with a 550t top tension
capacity – will be permanently installed for the deployment of a range of flexible products, varying
from a diameter of 100 to 630mm. The pipelaying spread is being built at IHC Merwede’s facility in
Sliedrecht, The Netherlands. In addition, IHC Drives & Automation delivered the integrated automation system, the full electrical installation and the complete electrical machinery package.
“In a relatively short period of time, we have built a wonderful partnership with Sapura Navegação
Marítima,” says Arjan Klijnsoon, Managing Director of IHC Merwede’s Offshore division. “The
launch of the first of five vessels that we are building for this customer is a milestone in our history.
Once again, we have proved to be a reliable partner for such complex projects, with the build of all
of the equipment and the vessel itself on schedule. In addition, the second vessel – the SAPURA
TOPÁZIO – is also well underway and going according to plan.”

SAPURA DIAMANTE

IHC Merwede has successfully
named and launched the pipelaying vessel SAPURA DIAMANTE
in a ceremony at the company’s
shipyard in Krimpen aan den IJssel,
The Netherlands.
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The 550t pipelaying vessel –
ordered by Sapura Navegação
Marítima, a joint venture between
SapuraKencana and Seadrill – is
the first in a series of five fully
integrated offshore vessels, which
will be completely designed,
engineered and built by IHC Merwede. After delivery, the SAPURA
DIAMANTE will be used to develop
deep-sea oilfields of up to 2,500
metres in Brazilian waters on behalf
of Petrobras.

The SAPURA DIAMANTE will be
equipped with a pipelaying spread that
is being designed by IHC Engineering
Business. It comprises of two belowdeck storage carousels, with capacities for 2,500t and 1,500t of product
respectively. A vertical (tiltable) lay
system – with a 550t top tension capacity – will be permanently installed
for the deployment of a range of flexible products, varying from a diameter
of 100 to 630mm.
The pipelaying spread is being built at
IHC Merwede’s facility in Sliedrecht,
The Netherlands. In addition, IHC
Drives & Automation delivered the
integrated automation system, the full
electrical installation and the complete
electrical machinery package.
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“In a relatively short period of time, we
have built a wonderful partnership with
Sapura Navegação Marítima,” said
Arjan Klijnsoon, Managing Director
of IHC Merwede’s Offshore division.
The second vessel – the SAPURA
TOPÁZIO – is also well underway.
Name
SAPURA DIAMANTE
Type
550t pipelaying vessel
Customer		Sapura
Builder			IHC 		
Length overall		
145.9m
Breadth moulded		
29.9m
Depth main deck		
13m
Draught (operational)
7.2m
Draught (max)		
8.3m
Deadweight (operational) 7,025t
Deadweight (max)		
10,070t
Accommodation		
120

Major contract for ULSTEIN
Edison Chouest Offshore and Island
Offshore are ordering two new offshore
construction vessel (OCV) vessels
through the company Island Ventures
II. One vessel will be built at Ulstein
Verft, Norway, one in USA.
The newly developed SX165 design
has many qualities. The vessel is 28
metres wide and 145.7 metres long
and can accommodate 200 people.
She is equipped with two cranes
that can lift 400 tons and 140 tons,
respectively.
She has a large moon pool measuring
11.2 by 12 metres plus two smaller
moon pools with ROVs installed in a
centrally located hangar. The vessel
has a total of three separate engine
rooms to provide extreme operational
reliability: if a major error occurs and
one of the engine rooms goes out of
service, the ship will still have twothirds of her operational capacity.
Health, safety and the environment

have been fully considered in the
development of this design. For
example, the vessel will be delivered
in accordance with the international
regulation MLC2006 that sets out the
comfort and safety requirements for
the crew. The ship has four lifeboats,
two on each side. In addition, the
vessel is equipped with SCR catalyst
system for NOx emission reduction.
Ulstein Verft
This will be the largest vessel built at
the Ulstein Verft yard so far, as well as
its largest single shipbuilding contract.
The vessel is scheduled for delivery
Q3 2015.
The second ULSTEIN SX165 design
will be built at Edison Chouest’s own
yard in the United States. In addition,
this agreement includes options. This
will be the first ULSTEIN designed
vessel to be constructed in the U.S.
Island Offshore’s current fleet includes
four vessels from ULSTEIN.

Dolphin Energy has signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with Nord Stream AG, the
company that is providing a new
natural gas supply route from Russia
to Europe.
The agreement will provide
opportunities for both parties
to exchange operational and
maintenance knowledge, insights
and expertise regarding their high
pressure gas networks and subsea
pipeline systems.
It will also look at how both can lend
support to each other’s Emergency
Pipeline Repair System (EPRS).
The MOU is important because of
the similarities that exist between
Dolphin Energy and Nord Stream
AG. There are technical similarities
in that both parties are the only
companies in the world that operate
a 48 inch high pressure gas
pipeline.

Island Ventures II LLC orders two
large offshore construction vessels
from ULSTEIN, one for construction
at Ulstein Verft, one for construction in
the U.S.
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Vessels
Boskalis orders megacutter
Boskalis has ordered a new self-propelled megacutter from IHC Merwede.
This self-propelled cutter suction dredger, with a total installed power of
23,700 kW and a pump ashore capacity of 15,600 kW, is a replacement investment. The total investment amounts to around EUR 170 million and construction of the vessel is expected to take more than three years.
A cutter suction dredger is a vessel that dredges while being held into place
using spuds and anchors. This technique combines powerful cutting with suction dredging. Cutter suction dredgers are mainly used where the underwater
surface is hard and compact. The dredged material is sometimes loaded into
barges but is generally pumped to land through a pressure pipeline.
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Diving
Transfer Under Pressure
N-Sea celebrated the official launch
of its Transfer Under Pressure
(TUP) Diving System at its Zierikzee
headquarters.
The TUP Diving System consists
of a 3-man diving bell, launch
and recovery system, triple-lock
decompression chamber, gas
diver control (air/Trimix/Nitrox) and
hyperbaric rescue craft.
The TUP Diving System refit and
enhancement conforms to IMCA
guidelines and surpasses the

uppermost standards set by Lloyd’s.
N-Sea designed and manufactured
the TUP Diving System in-house. The
system has an extensive track record
with over 2300 bell runs to date.
The system has undergone a
comprehensive refit and been
converted into a mobile system,
deployable from most DPII support
vessels and platforms.
The re-introduced TUP Diving
System is said to offer a number
of advantages when compared to
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traditional surface supply diving
operations and saturation diving
operations.
The system is known as 'Safe Sound
and Swift'.
Safe – No surface decompression
interval, protected transfer to the
splashzone,
Sound – An enhanced proven
solution that increases workable
bottom time,
Swift – Mobile system, deployable
within 24hr.

Nepsys
Neptune has recently completed a
number of repair projects utilising
the Company’s patented dry
underwater welding technology,
NEPSYS.
The projects include; a bilge keel
repair on an FPSO in Australia,
subsea inspection and remedial
work on an offshore production
platform in China and welded repairs
to the legs of a Mobile Offshore
Production Unit (MOPU) in Malaysia,
at a water depth of 57m.

The projects in China and Malaysia
were both performed utilising
saturation diving and Neptune
qualified the diving and welding
procedures at the National Hyperbaric
Centre in Aberdeen, prior to
undertaking the work. Neptune
performed all other preparation and
training in their dedicated dive tank, at
the Neptune Belmont facility.
All of the procedures and executed
repairs were approved by the relevant
independent classification societies

in Australia, China and Malaysia
(including ABS and CCS).
Neptune has been developing this
technology since 2003 and the
execution of these recent projects
demonstrates the flexibility of NEPSYS
and its acceptance as an approved dry
underwater welded repair solution, to
the oil and gas industry.
Neptune is currently also involved in
several opportunities using the NEPSYS
technology for additional projects both
internationally, and in Australia

Talisman Energy Conduct Manned Underwater Operations

Talisman Energy to Conduct Manned Underwater Operations at Varg, Yme and Blane

The Petroleum Safety Authority
Norway has awarded Talisman
Energy consent from to conduct
manned underwater operations in
the period from November 2013 to
December 2014.
Diving contractor Technip Norge AS
will perform the manned underwater
operations at Varg, Yme and Blane
fields.
Technip will use the DSV Skandi

Arctic support vessel, designed,
constructed and certified for worldwide
operations.

System (HMCS), which is used to
support the 24-man diving chamber
complex.

The Skandi Arctic provides services,
which include saturation dive
support for offshore construction and
Inspection, Repair and Maintenance
(IRM) operations.

The vessel is designed with special
emphasis on good sea-keeping
abilities and excellent stationkeeping performance.

It is one of the most modern diving
support vessels in the world thanks to
its Hyperbaric Monitoring and Control

The Skandi Arctic is environmentally
friendly with low fuel consumption
and features which comply with DNV
CLEAN DESIGN requirements
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Vessels
Sale of SBM Offshore Diving Support and Construction Vessel (DSCV)

SBM Offshore has agreed to the
sale of the DSCV SBM Installer,
a newbuild Diving Support and
Construction Vessel (DSCV), to
Daya Vessels Limited, a subsidiary
of Daya Offshore Construction, for
US$180 million in cash.
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Both parties have signed a
memorandum of agreement,
subject to the buyer securing
transaction financing, and expect
to close the transaction in Q1
2014. No regulatory approvals are
required and Board approval for
the sale has been obtained by both
parties.
Bruno Chabas, CEO of SBM

Offshore commented:“We are pleased
to have reached an agreement with
Daya Vessels Limited to sell the DSCV
SBM Installer.
"Today’s announcement is in line with
SBM Offshore’s stated strategy to
refocus on its core business of FPSOs
and associated products and services
while continuing to dispose of noncore assets.”
The DSCV SBM Installer is a state of
the art multi-purpose Diving Support
and Construction Vessel (DSCV),
based on the MT-6024 design
from Marin Teknikk in Norway and
built to DNV rules and international
regulations.
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Built by Keppel Singmarine in
Singapore, the vessel features
the SBM Offshore patented
‘double-deck’ design, which
improves safety as well as
providing significantly more deck
space.
The vessel is equipped with a
class III DP system as well as a
fully integrated 12-man saturation
diving system capable of
operating in up to 300m of water.
A 250t knuckle boom crane and
150t winch will enable the vessel
to carry out offshore construction
and installation work in water
depths of up to 1500m.

Southern Ocean
Oceanteam Shipping
ASA (OTS) confirmed the
extension of the bareboat
charter with Fugro TS
Marine Australia for the
CSV Southern Ocean
until the end of 2018.
The extension of the
bareboat charter will
further strenghten
Oceanteam's contract
backlog and secure future
earnings.
The original charter was
set to expire at the end
of 2015.
CSV Southern Ocean
is a large construction
support vessel jointly
owned between Bourbon
Offshore Norway and
Oceanteam Shipping.

Ceona's Polar Onyx floated out of dry dock
dynamic positioning, DP-3, the vessel is equipped with
a 250t AHC offshore crane.
Like Ceona's flagship vessel, the Ceona Amazon, it
will execute complex subsea construction and pipelay
projects in the SURF market, installing flexibles and
umbilicals to depths of 3,000 metres. In early March
2014 it will be outfitted with a 270t VLS built by Huisman
at Schiedam, The Netherlands. The Polar Onyx is due to
be delivered for service in April 2014.

Ceona's flexible/umbilical pipelay and subsea construction
vessel, the Polar Onyx, has been floated out of dry dock at
Ulstein Verft yard in Norway following an intensive outfitting
programme. It has now moved to the shipyard quay where
the interior works will be completed and the vessel systems
brought online.
The Polar Onyx support vessel is chartered from GC
Rieber Shipping for five years, with the option of up to five
additional years. Designed to the highest standard for
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Foundations Firm
Fugro expands Testing Lab
Fugro has opened a £1million
extension to its soils testing
laboratory at its UK headquarters
in Wallingford. This investment will
rapidly boost the laboratory capacity
and result in a significant increase
the number of samples which can be
processed at any one time.
"While we have a global presence in
the oil and gas geotechnical survey
market, this expansion is largely
driven by the rapid growth in the
renewables industry in North West
Europe," said Tony Hodgson, Fugro’s
global renewable energy business
development manager.
“We confidently expect demand to
increase from this sector over the
next few years and this expansion
places us in a much better position
to service the sector. The laboratory
is the largest of its kind in Western
Europe and can rival any similar
facility in the world."

Testing

When placing any structure on the
seabed, it is important to understand
the properties of the soil/rock that has
to support it. This is particularly true
of the renewables sector because of
the range of structural designs that

can support the wind turbine and the
continual vibrations caused by the
blades turning and the environmental
forces whichh act on the structure.
At present, monopiles represent the
preferred foundation solution. These
are steel tubular structures with a
diameter of anything up to 8m. They
are normally hammered into the
seabed or drilled where rock or hard
soil strata prevents the pile being
driven to its target depth. A transition
piece and the main tower sit on top of
the pile.
As wind farm developers look at
potential sites further way from the
coast and in deeper water these
support structures are likely to get
larger and heavier to accommodate
larger turbines and more adverse
environmental conditions.
These onerous engineering demands
may not be compatible with simple
monopiles. Elsewhere, piling
operations may also not be allowed
environmentally sensitive areas where
noise restrictions are imposed.
An alternative to monopiles are steel
jacket structures, similar to those
supporting fixed conventional oil and
gas platforms. Concrete gravity base
foundations, with diameters up to
49m, are another option. Elsewhere,
in deeper waters, wind turbines may
be located on floating structures.
One such concept is Statoil's HyWind
2.3MW floating unit that is anchored to
the seabed off Norway.
In late October, Statoil announced a
floating offshore demonstrator wind
farm at Buchan Deep, approximately
25km east of Peterhead on the east
coast of Scotland. This followed a full
scale demonstration of the prototype
that had been operating successfully
since 2009, 10km off the Norwegian
westcoast.
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Foundations
The sample cell in a cyclic simple shear

These differing foundation structures
sitting on or anchored to the seabed
are all reliant of the capacity of the
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Some of the new Stress-path Effective Stress
triaxial systems

subsurface soils and rocks to support
them. These soil properties have to
be measured. A number of metrology
techniques have been developed.
The most common tool used is the
Cone Penetrometer Test (CPT).
A stainless steel cone is continuously
pushed down into the soil and the
variable resistance it encounters can
be related to soil strength and density.
The CPT generally supplements the
conventional borehole where samples
are taken using push or hammer
sampling methods.
"It is not only the soil strength that must
be considered," said Hodgson. "Large
structures on the seabed may be also
associated with the formation of scour
hollows, particularly if the seabed is
mobile or strong currents exist.
"The scour can undermine the
foundations and while this may be
fixed by remedial action, it is all part of
a site investigation to determine how
mobile the sediments are."
While routine geotechnical surveying
has been carried out in the oil and gas
industry for many years, the demands

site investigation in the renewables
industry can be subtly different.

consuming and we have also had to
accommodate our larger client base

A typical wind structure could
be envisaged as a slender 100m
monopile. This tube is subject to
a constantly impact loading from
wind and waves. At the top of the
pile are the rotating turbine blades.
These also produce characteristic
vibrations.

These are the main reasons that we
have had to expand the laboratory."
The amount of samples that will pass
through the expanded facility is likely to
be considerable.

In addition to physically supporting
the turbine's mass, therefore, it is
necessary to ensure the structural
foundations are able to handle the
superimposed resonating load.
"In such cases," said Hodgson, "the
routine static testing must also be
accompanied by testing systems to
analyse the cyclic loading behaviour.
This is the main focus of the new
testing equipment that we have
installed."
The new equipment includes
12 computer-controlled stress
path triaxial systems, four cyclic
simple shear systems, four cyclic
triaxial systems, 10 high pressure
incremental oedometer systems and
two resonant column systems.
The number of Fugro laboratory
technicians has already been
increased by 25% and the floor
space has been increased by 50% to
accommodate the new equipment.

The number of samples that a typical
Round 3 offshore wind project
zone development requires can be
appreciated by considering a recent
project award for Fugro - the Hornsea
offshore wind farm off the Yorkshire
coast Fugro secured the work as
part of their framework contract with
SmartWind.
"Hornsea will have between 150 and
332 wind turbines in Phase 1, along
with the associated cables and substations etc," said Hodgson,
"A wind farm layout is planned to
optimise the most efficient ways of
exploiting the available wind. The
turbines are normally aligned in rows
and columns typically 1km apart.
Once it is fixed, the site investigation
contractor will carry out a detailed
survey of the these locations.
"In a field with, say, 100 turbines,
CPT testing would be carried out at
each individual location. Maybe 20 or
30 sites would then be selected for
additional testing by drilling boreholes
from dynamically positioned or

Re-compacted ore sample after a
cyclic triaxial test

anchored drilling rigs or barges.
The samples would be taken
every 1–2m, resulting in around 30
samples per borehole. These would
be taken to Wallingford for testing
the strength and consistency.
"We wouldn't test every individual
sample but use judgement and
experience along with client
discussion to devise the most
cost-effective programme," said
Hodgson.
"Knowing the soil conditions is a
necessity in safely supporting any
offshore structure, but the greater
the knowledge of soil conditions may
actually save money by enabling
the design of a more cost-effective
foundation.

"The Oedometer is a measurement of
compressibility - it is a consolidation
test," explained Hodgson, "A small
soil sample is put into a cell and then
a vertical load is added to see how
much it compresses. This simulates,
for example, what would happen if a
gravity structure was installed on the
sea bed.
"For many of the tests what we are
essentially doing is recreating the
in situ condition of the sample
before it was taken, and then
applying conditions that it is likely to
experience if an additional load is
imposed. This extra testing is time
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Pipelines: Low Cost Pipelay System
The recently launched company
Cortez Subsea is offering a novel
pipelay system which could result in
substantial savings for small diameter
lines - possibly up to a third of the
traditional cost. While it has been
used globally, One UK multinational
is currently forming plans to use the
system for the first time in the North
Sea.
Based on 40 year-old technology,
it can be deployed from a vessel
of opportunity, removing the
requirement for a specialist pipelay
ship.
"We believe that this will make a
large impact in some sectors of the
pipelay market," said managing
director Alasdair Cowie. "Through
partnerships, we intend to make this
available worldwide, particularly in
areas that do not have support bases
or large development infrastructure."
Traditionally, large diameter rigid pipe
is laid by welding individual joints of
pipe together. Smaller diameter pipes
are laid increasingly by the reel lay
method.
In this, pipe joints are pre-welded
into long lengths on land and then
wound onto the reels of large purpose
designed boats. These vessels then
travel to the site, where the pipe is
unreeled. It is this reel market with
which this new system will compete.
The technology offered by Cortez is
based on the Zap-Lok joint. Instead
of welding, one end of the pipe is
enlarged and the joint is simply
pushed together. This mechanical
interface joint is considerably
quicker and the reduced time can be
translated directly into cost savings.
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Modular equipment on a vessel of opportunity

of Mexico, South East Asia and West
Africa. About 2500km have been laid
to date in waters over 100m.
“Multinationals such as Chevron and
Shell have approved its use offshore,
while others such as Total are in the
process of this."
This helped Cowie see the potential
for growth: "I recognised a niche in
the market where the operators were
looking at low cost pipelines. Zap-Lok
technology was being used onshore
and we saw that it was equally suitable
for use in an offshore environment.
"We realised that by designing a
modularised pipelay system, the

"The method was first developed
in the '70s, and is used extensively
in the onshore pipelaying industry,"
said Cowie. "Over 8 million joints
have been made this way and it is
the technique of choice for the North
American shale gas industry. It has
also been used subsea in the Gulf
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necessary equipment could be
installed on a local sourced vessel of
opportunity so that it would no longer
be necessary to bring a specialist
pipelay ship halfway around the world.
All we really needed was a DP2 vessel
around 100m long."
The original system was developed
by the oil company Zapata. The basic
technology is now owned by National
Oilwell Varco (NOV) subsidiary
Tuboscope. Cortez has been working
A bell and pin end of the
pipe prior to be being
mated

Internal Coating layer
External Coacting Layer
Epoxy Lubricant Layer

Steel layer

with them to develop the cost
effective offshore installation method
using the MPS.
The preparation of the pipe is very
simple. One end (the “bell”) of a
standard API pipe joint is gripped
tightly and an oversized mandrel
is introduced in to the aperture.
This plastically deforms the metal,
expanding it approximately 7% of its
original size.
The other end of the pipe joint (the
“pin”) is held and the bevelled edge
and groove is pressed into the pipe
end. This pin end can then be mated
with the bell of the next pipe, forming
an exact metal-to-metal seal.
When two pipes are welded together,
it is necessary to check on their ovalness and make sure that the ends
align within limits. With this system
however, both ends are cold-worked,
so the dimensions are under better
control.
A lubricant called Zapoxy assists in
the mating process. The joints can
be externally and internally coated
according to client specification.
A key advantage is that there are no
coating holidays therefore no field

jointing offshore, thus saving more time
on installation.
"At present, the technology is available
in pipelines from 2in–16in, although
a 12in diameter would seem the
most common. As the pipe diameter
increases, its wall thickness and
physical strength grows proportionally.
This, therefore, needs stronger tools to
cold-work the pipe. There is nothing to
say that we won’t be looking at 20in in
a few years’ time, but certainly not at
the present."
Interestingly, Cortez is not looking into
offering the market this technology as
the prime contractor. "We are a service
and technology company and plan
to provide our MPS and engineering
services as a sub-contractor,” said
Cowie.
“We can do the engineering analysis,
carry out the work and then allow the
contractor to tie the pipeline in and
complete the commissioning. We
plan to work with subsea contractor
companies, not compete against them.

“By providing the market with this
cost effective pipeline installation
method we can allow the operators
access to reduced costs and
subsea contractors increased
utilisation for their vessels.
The market for pipeline replacement
and installation is huge and the ZapLok connection coupled with the
MPS can service a huge part of this.”
l Cortez has completed the first
phase of work on a North Sea FSPO
reinforcement programme for DOF
Subsea. The £1million contract, for
the provision of a powered reel drive
system, tensioner and personnel
for umbilical and flexible riser
installation, includes a second phase
which is due to begin imminently.
Cortez also secured a further
contract for the recovery and
decommissioning of three flexible
production flowlines for Stork
Technical Services from the vessel
Siem Stork for operations in the
Central North Sea.

Abandonment and recovery winch
Piperack
Zap Lok Press

Tensioner
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Stinger to support the
pipe as it suddenly
changes from a horizontal
to diagonal aspect

Modular equipment
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Pipelines: Clamp Installation
TDW has developed a new clamp
installation tool which will assist
with remote hot tap operations.
Suitable for operations in depths
down to 3000m, it can also be used
as part of a pipe repair system.
It is compatible with any clamp,
irrespective of manufacturer.
One way in which a new field can
immediately access full processing
facilities for a minimal capital outlay,
is to connect into the production
infrastructure of an existing
development.
A common method of branching into
such a field is to install a subsea teepiece in the main production flowline
entering the platform.
Sometimes, especially near areas
of known activity, tees may be
speculatively incorporated at
strategic locations along the pipeline
route while it is being installed.
Almost 98% of all subsea tee
installation operations, however,
involve post-lay retrofitting into an
existing pipeline, in a process called
tapping. One option is to carry out
this operation while the pipe is still
flowing, and thus not having to shut
down the production. This is called
a hot tap.
In waters below 180m, these tees
can be installed by hyperbaric diver
welders. In deeper water operations,

however, this has to be carried out
remotely.
The process normally involves
lowering and installing a specialised
clamp over the pipe. This forms a
seal with the pipeline. A hot tapping
machine can then mate with this
and drill down into the pipe in the
knowledge that the clamp will prevent
the pipeline contents from released.
Manoeuvring this clamp into the
correct location can be challenging
in this remote environment. This
prompted TDW to develop the
remote-controlled clamp installation
tool (CIT) to assist with this process.
It can be used in association with
TDW’s remote-controlled Subsea
1200RC Tapping Machine, which can
carry out diverless subsea hot tapping
at depths down to 3000 meters
(9842ft).
"Clamps are not only used for hot
tapping," said Mike Benjamin, Senior
Vice President – Marketing and
Technology for TDW. "If there is a
leak or tear in the pipe wall, one
common application is simply
to enclose it with a clamp. As

Bolts to secure
the clamp

a result, the CIT can be a requisite
tool in any Emergency Pipeline Repair
System (EPRS) tool kit.
"The CIT can be used to install any
type of proprietary clamp or fitting
offered in the industry, not just
clamps supplied by TDW.

How it works

The CIT is a topside-driven tool with
a passive remotely-operated vehicle
(ROV) interface. The installation
package consists of four basic units:
a control skid, ROV, clamp or fitting,
and the installation tool.
Firstly, the TDW proprietary control
skid is attached to the belly of a
standard, work-class ROV.
Meanwhile, the main assembly –
which consists of the clamp and a
proprietary TDW installation frame – is
assembled on the deck of the diving
support vessel (DSV). The entire
system is pre-tested to verify that
each function performs properly.
The device is then lowered into the
sea by the crane on the DSV with
the clamp halves set in a closed
position. The control skid is

Longitudinal bolts
energise the seals
and activate the
structural grips

Hot stab
connection
points

TDW
proprietary
control
skid also
provides
the power
for the
operation
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Clamp that will
remain around
the pipe

Frame that will be
retrieved to the
surface after the
operation
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Smart Plug for Centrica
transported by the ROV travelling
alongside the assembly.
Upon arrival at the pipeline, the ROV
connects a hot stab to the frame, and
the installation tool opens the clamp
using cylinder actuation.
Technicians aboard the DSV then
carry out the bolt engagement
programme from the computer
laptop. Every function is achieved
by mens of a dedicated stab that
the ROV picks up from the skid and
inserts into the interface panel.
After the body bolts are rotated and
tensioned to secure the clamp, the
longitudinal bolts are secured. These
energise the seals and activate the
structural grips.
Technicians visually inspect
and monitor the installation via
sensors displayed on the laptop,
in addition to using cameras
affixed to the installation tool and
ROV. Pressurisation of the annulus
between the seals is conducted via
the test-stab to verify the seals.
After the test is accepted, the frame
is disengaged from the fitting and
recovered to the surface by the DSV.
Because the CIT is modular, it can
then be used immediately to install
additional clamps on the pipeline.
“With the introduction of this
versatile, remote-controlled Clamp
Installation Tool, our efforts to
separate man from machine during
the clamping and subsea hot
tapping process are now a reality,”
said Benjamin.
“By doing so, we offer a solution
that dramatically reduces risks to
personnel and increases efficiency.
"Looking ahead, we are confident
that it will soon become the industry
standard for all subsea clamping
and hot tapping operations, whether
they are carried out to pave the way
for repair work, tie-ins or chemical
injection,” he added.

An alternative to hot tapping is the
cold tap. In this, production flow is
halted while the pipe is cut and the
tee introduced. Elsewhere, it may be
necessary to cut into a pipe to repair
a leak.
In instances such as these, it is
necessary to ensure that the pipe's
contents do not spill out in to the sea
while the cut is being carried out.
Rather than drain down the entire
line, one option is to insert plugs
in the annulus, either side of the
line being cut. This effectively
concentrates work in a specific area
while leaving the majority of the
pipeline unaffected.

Loading the SmartPlug in a trap

TDW has developed the SmartPlug
system to carry out this function. The
company has recently signed a frame
agreement with Centrica Storage
Limited (CSL) to provide pipeline
isolation services.
"The tool makes it possible to
safely isolate pressure in an active
pipeline," said Larry Ryan, Director
of SmartPlug Operations for TDW.
Offshore Services, "and maintain
production while necessary
maintenance is carried out.
"By doing so, operators can realise
significant benefits in the form of
reduced downtime and associated
costs."
During the past 10 years, TDW has
performed several pipeline isolation
operations for CSL on its Rough Gas
Storage assets in the Southern North
Sea using the SmartPlug isolation
system. Recently, CSL isolated
the main sea-line that connects
the offshore 47/3B platform with its
Easington Gas Terminal using a TDW
SmartPlug system installed in the
riser at the platform end.
“This allowed change-out of the
platform Emergency Shutdown Valve
(ESDV) without the requirement to
vent down the 30km long pipeline,
thus minimising the greenhouse gas

The SmartPlug
emissions associated with natural
gas venting,” said Paul Hardy,
Integrity Engineer for CSL.
In addition, CSL prefer to keep
the pipeline at pressure, thereby
reducing the number of pressure
cycles and minimising fatigue life
usage. Isolating the pipeline using
the TDW SmartPlug achieves this
objective,” he added.
“An added advantage of using
SmartPlug tools that incorporate
a pressure test module is that
the new or repaired valve can
be service pressure-tested and
seat leakage tested in-situ from
both sides using nitrogen prior to
releasing the isolation and admitting
gas, thus ensuring integrity before
hydrocarbons are present. This
capability is something CSL intends
to take advantage of in the future,”
he added.
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Pipelines
Characterisation of the Seabed and HP/HT Pipeline Design
Subsea pipelines are an integral
part of any hydrocarbon field
development. They are increasingly
being required to operate at higher
temperatures and pressures, and
become susceptible to lateral
buckling, which is particularly
relevant for pipelines laid on the
seabed. Recent trend has been to
allow such buckling in a controlled
manner, rather than preventing it,
and to address associated issues.
As little was known about the
lateral buckling phenomenon,
a joint industry project (JIP),
SAFEBUCK, was set up to gain
deeper insights. One of the major
outcomes was the conclusion that
the largest uncertainty in the design
pipelines for lateral buckling lies in
the interaction response between
pipeline and the seabed. It was
further concluded that a combination
of lateral and axial interaction takes
place between pipeline and the
seabed during lateral
buckling (see Fig 1).

Actuator

Load Cell

Clay Bed
T-bar
Probe

Fig 2 T-bar
penetrometer for
characterising
soft sediments

University using model pipes
on simulated seabeds made of
reconstituted clay samples from
deepwater area of West Africa.

SAFEBUCK (Phase 1) JIP addressed
lateral pipe-soil interaction response
to a certain extent. But, a large gap
still prevailed on the understanding
of axial behaviour.

Characterising the seabed to a
reasonable degree of accuracy is vital
for the understanding and interpretation
of axial pipe-soil interaction test results,
as well as the axial response. A full-flow
penetrometer (T-bar) was proposed for
characterising test clay beds
(see Fig 2).

As part of SAFEBUCK JIP (Phase
2), a series of axial pipe-soil
interaction tests were conducted at
the Schofield Centre, Cambridge

This is not only simple to construct
and use but also offers a direct and
continuous measure of in situ strength
of soil with depth.
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Fig 1 Soil resistance
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A series of T-bar tests were carried
out on the simulated seabed, aimed
at quantifying the impact on the
measured T-bar penetration resistance
of the rate of penetration (range 0.005
to 50mm/s) and the presence of free
water on the surface of clay bed.
It was shown that the soil response
was undrained over the speed range
and the clay exhibited a marked
viscous rate effect. Presence of free
water on the surface of clay bed was
shown to have a profound impact,
particularly on the remoulded strength
of soil.
It has been emphasised that due
consideration must be given, while
interpreting T-bar data, to the rate
of penetration and consolidation
characteristics of soil, as well as the
soil parameters of the upper 0.5m
layers of the seabed as they are critical
for the design of pipeline and are most
likely to entrain sea water and get
mixed up during cyclic T-bar testing.
Based on the paper published in
the current issue of the Society
for Underwater Technology’s
journal Underwater Technology:
‘Characterisation of a high
plasticity marine clay using a T-bar
penetrometer’ by SA Ganesan and MD
Bolton (31.4, pp. 179-185)
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Excavation/Dredging
Jetting off to Mars
Marin Subsea has recently
employed its EVO JETPROP
deepwater excavation system
on Shell's Olympus TLP over the
Mars B field in the Gulf of Mexico.
It was used to remove overburden
and cement laminations from a
26-wellhead cluster.

Monitoring
or targets. The combination of
high volume excavation and high
mass impact jetting will result in the
excavation of consolidated soils
without any physical contact.
Evidence has shown seawater-driven
excavation to be the most efficient
solution in this application.
"Traditionally a majority of excavation
systems are powered with hydraulic
fluid, powered from a surface
power pack," said Bisset. "The fluid
is supplied to the tool via hose
umbilical to the propeller’s hydraulic
motor.
"The thrust, and resulting excavation,
is achieved from the rotation of a
patented custom propeller design.
The hydraulic fluid is then returned to
the surface in a closed loop.

EVO 750 JETPROP on drill string

The technique can be used to
excavate underwater trenches in
order to bury live pipelines and
umbilicals. Further applications
include asset recovery and seabed
engineering. Marin Subsea,
however, has been recently
working on a different application
– removing the sediment covering
from a wellhead.
"When the top hole campaign
is underway, the drill cuttings
produced have a tendency to build
up over the wellhead," said John
Bisset of Marin Aurora Downhole
Solutions.
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"The problem is that conventional
hydraulic systems are only useful for
depths up to around 100m. Beyond
this, the resistance from the hydraulic
hoses and hydrostatic pressure, start
to have a detrimental effect on the
amount of power received at the tool
subsea."
Marin has responded by using
seawater-driven tools. Instead of
requiring a return hose necessary for
hydraulics based units, this is a oneway system. This essentially removes
any depth limitations.
Unlike the hydraulic system, the EVO
JETPROP drive mechanism consists

"If no action is taken to prevent this,
it is possible to lose sight of the
wellhead area due to the build up of
cuttings."
In shallow waters, it may be possible
to re-route the cuttings away from
the platform, but this becomes less
effective as water depths increase.
One alternative is to accelerate a
column of water onto the seabed

Tritech’s latest product in the Gemini
Multibeam range, the Gemini Narrow
Beam Imager (NBI), has been proven
to provide invaluable data when
working in extremely limited visibility
conditions.
The Gemini NBI provides operators
with real-time high-speed acoustic
images from a narrow vertical beam
covering a 130deg swath. Operating
at 620kHz the NBI provides imagery
at a 10mm range resolution and with
a 0.5deg horizontal angular resolution
delivers sharp sonar imagery.
The Gemini NBI was successfully
used by Reef Subsea to monitor the
trenched installation of 6in and 2in
cables, while using controlled flow
excavation techniques. The seabed
conditions around the site varied
considerably, however, even in high
turbidity, the Gemini NBI was able to
clearly monitor the cables.
With the increasing level of cables
being laid in shallow water where
turbidity can be at its worst, the Gemini
NBI has proven to be highly effective
at visualising targets that are typically
hidden from view to conventional
multibeam sonars.
Robbie Fraser, from Reef Subsea
Dredging and Excavation, said: “We
have been actively looking for the
latest high performance sonar to help
us track cables and found the Gemini
of one moving part. Patented jets
mounted on each prop produce
thrust which induces rotation of the
propeller. This in turn provides the
hydrodynamic mass flow which is
projected onto the seabed.
Marin has three sizes of JETPROP.
The EVO 250 produces 25 000t of
seawater thrust per hour while the
EVO 750 gives 75 000t of seawater
thrust per hour. The largest is
the EVO 250 000 which pumps a
quarter of a million tons of water
thrust per hour.

EVO 250 JETPROP performing top hole clearance
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EVO 250

Flow Dredger
Kiristiansund-based company
WeSubsea has introduced a novel
flow dredger system. The company
claims that this design is more
efficient than its competitors while
still working on the same general
principle of operation.

Gemini NBI screen image

NBI more than capable. Using the
Gemini NBI we were able to safely
monitor the excavation process and
offer our client the assurance required
that we were meeting the stated
trenching depth.
This latest generation multibeam
from Tritech is robust and capable of
providing crisp imagery in a very
harsh environment allowing
my team to view the
operation in the murky,
dense waters without any
downtime.”

The Reef T4000
mass flow
excavator

"While mass flow evacuation is
good for moving large volumes of
sediment overburden," said Kjell
Storvik, Operations Manager at
WeSubsea, "a flow dredger is often
the tool of choice for more precise
targets.
"They are used in a range of
applications such as deep-water
dredging, debris removal rock
dump and drill cut removal,
pipeline deburial, excavation and
environmental work. They can be
used with ROVs or deployed by
divers."
While mass flow systems work
by blowing a current of water
downwards, a good analogy to the
flow dredger is a vacuum cleaner,
which sucks the debris or sediment
through a nozzle.
Most dredgers are normally
powered by hydraulic fluid which is
introduced into the flow dredger's
ejector from the surface or a
remotely operated vehicle (ROV),
returning back in a closed circuit.
This drives the motor which in turn

is responsible for carrying seawater
and suspended material through
the system. This slurry flows along
a flexible tube and is ejected away
from the site.
"Some dredgers use electric motors
for larger equipment (10-16in)
ejectors where a higher amount
of power is needed," said Storvik.
"These high-voltage (3000VAC)
motors are oil filled in a similar way
to those used on ROVs. These are
powered from the surface through
an umbillical."
At present, there are a number of
flow dredging tools on the market
able to carry out this work. They
are all based on the operating
principle of the venturi tube. When
a fluid passes through a tube with
a smaller diameter, the constriction
causes a higher pressure. The fluid
accelerates through this narrow
section.
"It is very easy to make a venturi,"
said Kjell Storvik, Operations
Manager at WeSubsea, but in
order to optimise the performance,
we carried out computer-based
research in cooperation with the
Norwegian science and Norwegian
University of Technology in
Trondheim in order to fine tune the
ejector system.
"We believe the resulting design is
the most efficient on the market.
Using the system
from an ROV
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Ejector unit

Interestingly, and unlike most
designs, it does not have the
characteristic narrow section. The
6in dredgers for example, can suck
through a 5.9in ball"
"The key to engineering the flow
dredger is closely matching the
internal design of the ejector body
with the properties of the motor and
pump. The result is considerably
greater levels of suction.
"Competitive systems typically drive
the motor with, say, 100 litres of
hydraulic fluid at a force of 200hp.
By fine tuning our design, we have
managed to achieve exactly the same
flow rate but at only 60lit/200hp.
"We could build a system running at
100lit if we wanted, but in practical
terms, there are not many ROVs that
can provide such a capacity. The
large demand soon drains the ROV.
Because of the pressure drop, there
would be no power to run any other
functions such as arms and thrusters.
Optimisation
"To maximise the efficiency of the flow
dredger, it is important to optimise
the motor-pump and venturi. A
pump, for example, may need to be
driven at 3600revs/min to deliver the
required output. This may consume
around18kW. The motor to run this
pump would ideally drain as little oil
as possible from the ROV.

"The ROV normally operates with a
working pressure on the hydraulic
system at around 200bar," said Storvik.
"In this example, a motor running at
60lit/min fluid at 200bar would be
optimal for this system. If it were ,
instead, coupled to a hydraulic motor
running around 3600rpm pumping 80lit/
min, this would unnecessarily drain
20lit/min oil from the ROV."
The suction that the optimised device
can create is significant. If it picked
up an iron bar, a diver would find it
extremely difficult to remove it from the
throat of the nozzle.
"One one occasion when being used
by Subsea 7, an ROV accidentally
picked up a piee of flat iron debris"
said Storvik, "Before they manage to
stop the pump, the bar simply folded
and was sucked through the dredger,
allowing the ROV to just continue
working."
A characteristic of the dredger is that
if the nozzle was placed close to the
sediment, the force available would
be enough to pick up a cannon ball.
Moving the nozzle only a little further
away makes the suction decrease
rapidly.
"By moving away, the dredger is
effectively sucking from a bigger area,
so the water speed around the nozzle
would be much less as the distance
from the surface increases, explained

Storvik. "This has important safety
ramifications."
The motor in the ejector body is
designed with a small internal port.
This compensates the pump and
makes it slightly overpressurised so
that seawater is not able to enter the
system. In addition, there is a bearing
housing which provides a second
barrier against seawater.
Range
WeSubsea has produced four
dredgers with diameters ranging from
4in–10in in 2in increments.
"Because many of the parts are
made of Titanium, they are light "said
Storvik. "Even the largest system is
less than 100kg. The 6in dredgers
weigh only 70kg in air which makes
them light enough for many work
class ROVS while the smaller models
are light enough for divers to use.
The 4in unit is 36kg which could put
them within the range of electric ROVs
depending on the availability of the
hydraulic power.
"We used divers to operate the
flow dredger in a job prior to
installing clamps. Quickly plugging
in a hot-stab quick-connector for
hydraulic fluid, the diver started work
immediately. On that job, there was
only 40lit of power available. This
used a diver dredger (a small frame
with a ejector inside it).
The divers hotstabs into this with
hydraulic lines from the surface. and
then operates the suction nozzle on a
10m suction hose.
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Diver dredger
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DRBM
Trelleborg been awarded a contract
to supply drill riser buoyancy
modules (DRBMs). The order is its
largest to date for and is in the range
of US$ 50-60million depending
on final project scope. This order,
together with other strategic orders
recently awarded and a few pending,
reinforces Trelleborg’s position as a
leading global manufacturer within
the subsea buoyancy market.
The drill riser buoyancy modules will
be produced at Trelleborg’s facilities
in Houston, starting first quarter 2014
and will be delivered through to the
end of 2015.
“We are delighted about the
contract, not only because we
have the opportunity to apply our
advanced solutions for exploration
and extraction of oil and gas in everdeeper waters, but also because of
the sheer scale.
It underlines our global reach as
well as second-to-none capabilities
within subsea polymer solutions,”
says Fredrik Meuller, President of the
Trelleborg Offshore & Construction
business area.

Visit us on:

Suction Pile Contract
InterMoor has won a contract for design,
fabrication and installation of 12 suction
pile anchors, pre-set installation of 12
chain / polyester / chain mooring lines
and hook-up of the LLOG Delta House
production semi-submersible floating
production system (FPS). The work will
be conducted in the Mississippi Canyon
254 block of the US Gulf of Mexico.
The project will involve suction pile
design, fabrication and installation,
followed by pre-set mooring installation
and pre-set mooring hook-up of the FPS.
The 12 piles will be 85 ft. long and 16 ft
in diameter weighing approximately 150t
each. They are designed to be used
as permanent anchors for the project.
Installation activities are planned for
mid-2014.
Delta House will be moored in 4500ft
of water and is LLOG’s second Exmardesigned Opti deep-draft, semisubmersible production system in the
region.
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Fabrication of the 12 suction piles for
the LLOG Delta House will take place at
InterMoor’s 30,000 sq. ft. Morgan City,
LA, facility.
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Pipeline Inspection
Discovery

Tracerco has developed a new
system that allows the entire crosssection of a pipeline to be inspected.
It can examine the thickness of the
pipeline's steel wall or any blockages
inside it. This can be carried out
without having to remove external
coating systems. It is particularly
suitable for pipe-in-pipe systems.
"It is important to carry out routine
inspection programmes throughout
the lifetime of subsea pipelines in
order to ensure structural integrity
and for flow assurance production,"
said Lee Robins, head of Subsea
Services at Tracerco.
Perhaps the most common pipeline
inspection method is pigging
in which an intelligent device is
propelled through the inside of the
pipe, gathering information on wall
thickness, etc, as it moves. There
are occasions, however, when
pigging is not an option or it is
deemed too risky to inspect.
"According to the Pipeline
Research Council, about one third
(540,000km) of all transmission
pipelines worldwide are considered
unpiggable or difficult to inspect by
conventional In-Line-Inspection (ILI)
tools," said Robins. "The vast majority
of all distribution and gathering lines
cannot be inspected internally."

own – there is a risk of the pipes being
damaged or corroded during coating
removal/re-application.
Tracerco has recently developed a
novel system to help with external
pipe monitoring. For the first time, it
allows the online inspection of the pipe
from the outside without removing the
protective coating.   
"This new system is called Discovery
and has been created subsea
pipelines that cannot be inspected by
conventional means," said Robins
"This diagnostics tool is designed to
detect wall thinning and hydrate buildup in unpiggable pipelines but it also
works for rigid and flexible risers and
caissons.
"It can non-intrusively visualise
wall deterioration and the contents
of pipelines without interrupting
production. If there was a wax build
up, this would have to be removed
to get an inspection pig through the
pipe. External pipe analysis can
be carried out without the need to
immediately remove wax build-up.
The Discovery system allows the
accurate sizing of wall thickness which
can be carried out in minutes with
a high resolution image of pipeline
contents being provided from the
external pipeline scan.

In such cases, the only alternative
is to inspect the pipeline from the
outside. This, however, is both costly
and may be high risk.
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Many traditional inspection
techniques such as ultrasonic and
pulsed eddy current require contact
with the bare metal. One of the
challenges with this option is that if a
concrete/fusion bonded epoxy (FBE)/
polypropylene coating has been
applied to the outside of the pipe as
if often the case, this would have to
be cut into and removed in order to
reveal the steel underneath.
This operation can be expensive and
present technical challenges of its

The Discovery tool can also be used on risers
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The Discovery tool

Looking at a tomographic image that
shows flaws within the pipe walls,
allows operators to plan for the future
life of the pipeline. It has a radial
resolution of approximately 2mm and
to 80mm wall thickness capability
One area in which the inspection
system can be used is for pipe-in-pipe
systems. The system can measure the
wall thickness of both the inner and
outer pipes. Multiphase flow does not
affect the results of the imaging.
"Previously unobtainable data
of hydrate and wax build-up of
pipelines can now allow the .
operator to optimise production.
The measurements can be taken
online without interruption to pipeline
operations without risk of a stuck pig,"
said Robins.

FOUND SOMETHING
EXCITING LATELY?
KONGSBERG invites you to the ultimate photo contest.
Send us a bathymetric picture taken from a
KONGSBERG Subsea product. You could win an IPAD mini.
All participants will receive a contribution gift.
To upload your picture, go to www.km.kongsberg.com/bath
Entry period. December 1st to January 31st

GeoSwathPLUS

PHASE MEASURING
BATHYMETRIC SONAR

FPSO Swivel

In its capacity as Focal/MOOG
representative in Scandinavia and
Holland, MacArtney has recently
passed a system delivery milestone.
Since the partnership was initiated,
MacArtney has facilitated the
sale and delivery of more than 40
Focal swivel solutions to Floating
Production Storage and Offloading
(FPSO) vessels around the world.

multiplexers and fluid rotary unions
which are designed and tested to
operate effectively in the harshest
maritime environments. Since 1990,
Focal has delivered several FPSO
swivel solutions, spanning from
Hydraulic Utility Swivels, Low Voltage
Swivels to large High Power Swivels
(35kV, 2000A).

Notable MacArtney FPSO projects
include the delivery of swivel
solutions to APL/National Oilwell
Varco, Framo and Bluewater.
Beyond Focal swivels, the
MacArtney scope of FPSO supply
includes junction boxes, cables and
connectors.

At the heart of the FPSO, the vital
transfer of hydrocarbons, along
with power, hydraulics and fibre
optical signals between surface
and seafloor is facilitated by an
FPSO swivel. Typically comprised
of electrical passes, hydraulic utility
swivels and fibre optic rotary joints,
swivels are used in a variety of FPSO
configurations including buoy, turret
mooring and offshore loading towers.
Once installed, FPSO swivels permit
the continuous flow of fluids, power
and communication with unlimited
freedom of the vessel to weathervane
about its mooring point.
Focal/MOOG Components is a world
leading supplier of swivels, slip rings,
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An FPSO swivel
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Survey
Bibby Athena

Press Release: Osiris Projects announces the build of new specialist survey vessel ‘Bibby Athena’

Osiris Projects, has commenced
building Bibby Athena a sister ship
to Bibby Tethra. It will be launched in
winter 2014.
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The vessel will mirror the capabilities
of Bibby Tethra with a few subtle
changes to reflect the company’s
development into shallow
geotechnical sampling and more
challenging offshore market.
Launched in 2011, Bibby Tethra
has proven the overall success of

the small waterplane area twin hull
(SWATH) design in maximising stability
and seakeeping ability in challenging
sea conditions, while consistently
achieving quality data. The popularity
of the vessel with the company’s key
clients is ultimately behind the decision
to commission and build an additional
vessel.
Although Bibby Athena will be the
same overall length as Bibby Tethra
at 27.5m, the vessel will benefit from
a number of enhancements, including
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an increased deck crane capacity of
10.87 tonnes and improved internal
layout. The addition of two forward
Schottel pump jets and larger aft
electric Schottel drive motors will
provide exceptional DP1 capability
and an increased generator size will
provide 850kVa of electrical power.
To maximise efficiency, Bibby Athena
will be permanently mobilised with
a dual-head multibeam system,
greatly improving the productivity of
bathymetric data acquisition and a

Proteus
Osiris Projects has launched a new
coastal survey vessel MV Proteus.
Designed to provide a working
platform for coastal survey operations,
MV Proteus can work up to 60
miles from a safe haven under MCA
Category 2 and has a maximum speed
of 24kts.
The vessel benefits from a shallow
draft of just 1.0m making her ideal
for inshore operations, while the
hull design ensures exceptional
manoeuvrability at both low and
high speeds and incorporates a low
drag profile providing excellent fuel
economy.
The vessel is equipped with high
grade positioning systems including
an Inertial Navigation System (INS) and
acoustic Ultra Short Baseline (USBL)
acoustic positioning system for towfish
tracking.
The large back deck features a moon
pool fitted with a hydraulic retractable

hydrodynamic gondola designed to
house a high grade multibeam echo
sounder systems.
Proteus is permanently mobilised
with an AGO-CSW7 electric sonar
winch which when combined with
the hydraulic A-Frame, allows
for the safe launch and recovery
of geophysical equipment
including side scan sonar, sub
bottom profilers and marine
magnetometers.
A separate hydraulic lifting winch
enables oceanographic and benthic
survey equipment to be launched
and recovered from the vessel
including small inspection class
ROV/drop down camera, various
grab sampling equipment and
benthic trawls.
Additional custom designed over
side mounts and davits allows for
the vessel to be configured for a
range of client requirements.

water treatment facility will be added
to extend offshore endurance. On
the same theme of efficiency, a
double drum main winch with two
cable sizes will allow deployment
of multiple systems without the
requirement for remobilisation. A
larger online survey lab will improve
the volume of data processing.
As with Bibby Tethra, Bibby Athena
will be built by specialist French
shipbuilder Socarenam in Boulogne
over a duration of 15 months.
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Proteus
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Underwater Vehicles ROV Report
Annual expenditure on work-class
ROV operations is set to increase
from $1.6 billion (bn) in 2013 to
$2.4bn in 2017, a compound annual
growth rate (CAGR) of 11.3%. The
market is expected to total $9.7bn
over the period, a growth of 79%
over the previous five years. This
is largely due to the move towards
deeper waters and more complicated
offshore field development
programmes demanding higher
specification, higher cost ROVs to
cater for their support needs.
These are some of the findings
of the latest addition of DouglasWestwood's World ROV Operations
Market Forecast. It says that
drilling support, of both exploration
and appraisal (E&A) and subsea
development (DV) wells, is the
main ROV activity demand driver,
accountable for 75% of the total
expenditure between 2013 and 2017.
Construction support accounts for
20% and repair and maintenance
(R&M) for 4%.
The largest regional market is
expected to be Africa, with Latin
America, North America and Asia
also important players. The ‘Golden
Triangle’, comprised of Brazil, the
Gulf of Mexico and Africa, is forecast
to account for the majority of global
ROV demand, but Asia will see
significant growth.

Global ROV Supply

Longer-term, the company believes
it could add 90–95 incremental
vehicles (55 drilling support, 40
vessel support) by 2017 based on its
current market share and its outlook
for demand.

However, others may be in virtually
continuous use, particularly those used for
drilling support. Therefore, there can be
significant differences between the total
available days of the ROV fleet and actual
operational days.

Drivers and Indicators

ROV support activity is driven by a number
of other supply and demand side-factors

Whilst ROV support is needed in a
number of different industries, such
as research and military, and on
offshore wind-power projects, their
primary use is in the oil & gas sector.
Thus, the global demand for energy of
which oil & gas makes up 57%, is the
main underlying driver behind ROV
demand.
Oil & gas demand has grown
substantially in recent years,
increasing by 31% since 2000 and
primarily driven by the developing
world. Demand is forecast to
keep growing significantly as oil,
particularly in its use within the
transportation industry, cannot be
easily substituted by alternative
energy sources.
As supply from conventional
resources begins to limit, production
will have to move to deeper water,
creating a greater need for ROVs
as activity in all areas of the subsea
market increases.
Some ROVs may be installed on
a vessel where they are essential
but not used on a full time basis.

• Increasing offshore exploration, appraisal
and development, and the move to deeper
water drives expenditure on ROV drilling
support operations.
• Increasing installation of subsea
equipment and hardware, requiring greater
ROV construction support expenditure.
• A large and growing offshore
infrastructure of platform installations,
subsea wells, flowlines, cables etc., driving
the use of ROVs in the subsea inspection
R&M market.

Market Forecast		

			
ROVs are used for various subsea
construction support and drilling
support activities, as well as the repair
& maintenance of existing subsea
infrastructure.

Drilling Support
ROVs are needed to support the drilling
of E&A and DV wells. Whilst E&A wells
account for the largest proportion of ROV
drilling support (69% in 2013), subsea DV
wells are expected to experience higher

The current industry structure is
the result of many mergers and
acquisitions over more than 30 years.
The world fleet of work-class ROVs
currently consists of 1,102 units
operated by 25 companies. Of this
the top-ten players dominate the
market with almost a 60% share.
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Oceaneering is the largest operator
with 316 ROVs in its fleet, accounting
for approximately 30% of the global
total with their operations primarily
being on drilling support. In its 2013
3rd quarter release, Oceaneering
says it anticipates adding 20 units to
its fleet.

Market for Work-Class Operations 2008-2017 Source: Douglas-Westwood
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By Kathryn Symes, Douglas-Westwood

Eastern Europe & FSU
growth during the 2013 to 2017
period, increasing at a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of nearly
10%.

Construction Support

Subsea construction activities that
require ROVs include the installation
of subsea trees, umbilicals and
flowlines, TMFJ (templates, manifolds,
flowlines and jumpers), subsea
processing, FPSO mooring and risers,
and trunkline installation.
Expenditure on construction support
is set to grow substantially, with an
increase of $166million forecast by
DW between 2013 and 2017. Africa
will be the largest regional market with
construction support spend expected
to grow at a CAGR of 20%. In 2013
TMFJ will account for the highest
proportion of total ROV construction
support demand at 62%, and
umbilicals and flowlines at 18%.

Repair and Maintenance

deepwater reserves are increasingly
being developed and the region is also
moving towards developing its ultra
deepwater (>2,000m) pre-salt reserves.
For these reasons, expenditure in Latin
America is forecast to grow the fastest
rate of all the regional markets at a
CAGR of near 16%.

Asia

Asia is expected to be the third largest
ROV operations market during this
period, with expenditure forecast to
total nearly $1.4bn between 2013
and 2017. Production was previously
restricted to shallow water activity, but
there are now a number of projects that
are either producing or underway in
deepwater areas.
Thus demand for ROV support has
increased in recent years, and since
2009 Asia’s spend on ROV activity has
been higher than that in North America,
its previous competitor.

North America

The demand for ROVs to be used
for R&M activities is driven by the
ever increasing volume of installed
subsea hardware. However, R&M only
accounts for a very small proportion of
the total ROV market (4% in both 2013
and 2017).

Issues relating to the Macondo well
oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico meant
that between 2009 and 2010 the North
American oil & gas industry faced a
significant downturn, particularly when
coupled with the global economic
recession.

Regional Analysis

However, an increase in offshore
drilling rig numbers and substantial
forecasts in subsea hardware
expenditure will drive demand for ROV
support to pre-Macondo levels in 2013.
The majority of ROV activity will be in
the US Gulf of Mexico, where major
deepwater oil finds are expected to
drive growth of ROV demand.

Africa

Africa will remain the largest market
between 2013 and 2017, with total
Capex forecast at $2.4bn during this
period. Angola and Nigeria in West
Africa are significant deepwater
locations, forming part of the so-called
‘Golden Triangle’ of deepwater oil &
gas. The discovery of new deepwater
provinces offshore East Africa will
further drive the demand for ROV
operations in this region.

Latin America
Latin America is forecast to be the
second largest market with a total
spend of $1.9bn during the five-year
forecast period, predominately due to
the large number of discoveries and
developments offshore Brazil, where

Australasia
Between 2009 and 2012 the demand
for ROV support offshore Australia
remained very steady, but a sharp
increase in demand in 2013 meant
ROV days almost doubled from their
2012 levels.
Large shallow-water gas developments
now dominate subsea activity here, so
Australasia’s demand is set to decline
substantially over the forecast period.

Eastern Europe & FSU is forecast
to be one of the smallest regions in
terms of ROV activity. However, it will
experience some growth in demand
between 2013 and 2017 as required
ROV support days grow at a low CAGR
of 6%. Demand within the Eastern
Europe & FSU region will be driven
almost entirely by trunkline installation
and E&A well drilling.

Middle East

The Middle East is the smallest ROV
operations market, accounting for less
than 2% of the global total ROV days
in 2013. As a predominantly shallowwater region, the growth in activity
levels forecast in the other regions
is not expected to be mirrored in the
Middle East.
Expenditure on ROV support in
the Middle East is forecast to fall
substantially, almost halving as it
decreases to $27m in 2017. ROV
activity in this area is almost entirely
driven by trunkline installation and E&A
well drilling support.

Norway

Norway is expected to see a decrease
in the Capex associated with ROV
support activity during the forecast
period as expenditure falls from $119m
in 2013 to $113m in 2017, mainly due
to Norway being a mature region with
little deepwater development and
existing production concentrated in
relatively shallow waters.

UK

Another mature market, the UK
is dominated by shallow water
developments and is only anticipated
to see a small increase in ROV support
demand between 2013 and 2017,
at a CAGR of 4%. Drilling support
expenditure is forecast to be the most
significant part of this rise.

RoWE

The Rest of Western Europe is also a
mature region with limited deepwater
activity, with relatively low levels of ROV
demand during the forecast period.
Growth is expected to be steady, again
at a CAGR of less than 4%.
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A Decade of Progress
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A cold cutting operation on the conductor
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Claxton Engineering has celebrated
the 10th anniversary of its success
with the world’s first rigless platform
well abandonment.
In the 10 years since its feat at the
Perenco Well A1 in the Leman field,
southern North Sea, UK, Claxton
has become a leading riser supplier
and launched an expanding range
of product, process and running tool
innovations.
The company has also been involved
in decommissioning more than 60
North Sea platform wells, in most
cases without using a drilling rig or
lift vessel.
In total, the Claxton decommissioning
tooling spread has been used on
more than 260 successful well
abandonment and conductor
removal projects.

Claxton has also achieved significant
geographical expansion since 2003,
having opened new facilities in
Norway, Singapore and the Middle
East. Today, the company can select
from more than 4000 items of rapid
call-off stock and swiftly design
new components to meet urgent
operational challenges.
For that first rigless abandonment
project, Claxton used a custom
conductor reaction recovery system
designed and manufactured
specifically to interface with the
Leman platform and to retrieve and
handle well trees and tubulars. Its full
casing recovery package was also
required.
The SABRE abrasive water jet cutting
system played a key role and has
since been used on many significant
abandonment campaigns.

When then Leman Abandonment
was completed, calculations
showed that the overall cost of the
project, as conducted by Claxton
and Acteon sister company,
InterAct, was less than 50% of an
equivalent rig-based solution.
The Perenco Well A1 proved
to be a game-changer with the
introduction of pioneering technical
solutions that have since become
commonplace.
“We have ambitious plans for
growing our decommissioning
capabilities to meet the needs of our
clients. For instance, enhancements
to our SWAT suspended well
abandonment tool and the SABRE
abrasive water jet cutting system
will enable us to cut and abandon
deeper wells," said Laura Claxton,
Claxton’s managing director.

Claxton offshore crew on a
recovery interface
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Underwater Vehicles MUNIN
Kongsberg has launched a new
Autonomous Underwater (AUV)
Vehicle called MUNIN. The vehicle
has been designed to conduct
hydrographic, geophysical and
pipeline/inspection survey work, as
well as to carry out environmental
monitoring.

Nose Section
Forward Looking Sonar
NBOS CT Sensor
Pop-off buoy and recovery line
Drop weight

This launch marks the second major
venture into the underwater vehicle
market that Kongsberg has made in
recent months. In July, the company
announced that it had successfully
completed negotiations with the
University of Washington's iRobot
group to produce and continue the
development of the subsea glider
which has been renamed Seaglider.
Kongsberg will carry out customer
demonstrations in early-mid 2014
in Norway, with international
demonstrations later next year.

Range

Kongsberg's already numbers two
major AUV designs – HUGIN and
REMUS – amongst its expanding
arsenal of underwater vehicles. So
how does it fit in?
At first glance, the morphological
similarities between the new MUNIN
and the larger models in the Remus
range are inescapable. So have
Kongsberg just simply taken a
REMUS 600 and painted it orange?
The understanding of why this is not
the case comes not from what the
vehicle can do, but more how it will
be used.
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The design of the REMUS vehicle is
specifically geared to the demands
of the Military and academic
market. The MUNIN, however, will
work alongside Hugin in commercial
survey operations. These
applications can be very different.
This will not only require the MUNIN
to carry different payloads from
Remus, but demands of commercial
survey are likely to see underwater
vehicles used in different ways
from AUVs carrying out military/

Battery Module
Swappable dry battery section
–12 hours endurance

Navigation and Payload Module
Inertial navigation System
Doppler Velocity Log
EM2040
Sidescan sonar arrays

The five main modules of the AUV

oceanographic operations. This might
in turn, for example, require greater
autonomy including the ability to follow
a pipe using the sidescan sonar and
multibeam echosounder to track the
pipe

vehicle, cheaper to operate able
to carry out complex tasks but in a
smaller package."

"HUGIN and MUNIN were named after
the ravens in Norse Mythology that
would fly around and bring messages
to Odin" said. Geir Espen Schmidt,
Vice President AUV "These two names
are inextricably linked and represent
Kongsberg's twin approach to the
main the commercial survey market.

The new MUNIN AUV weighs less
than 300 kg in air. It has a diameter of
34cm and a length of between 3–4m
depending on configuration. Like the
Hugin, the design philosophy is based
on a modular system in which specific
payload items can be selected in
accordance with the specific task.

"Since it began development over 20
years ago, the Hugin has accumulated
over 400 000 line kilometres of survey.
These large workhorses can
operate in depths
of up to 3000
or 4500m with
endurances
of 75hrs. They
can carry a
range of high
specification
payload equipment
such as multibeam echosounders,
synthetic aperture sonars as standard.

At the front of the vehicle is a
forward-looking sonar head which
assists if providing the vehicle with
advanced terrain following and
collision avoidance capabilities. Also
included is an NBOS conductivity
and temperature (CT) sensor.

"For a number of years, however, we
have recognised that there are many
operations which do not require the
power and size of the Hugin. We
clearly saw a market for a smaller
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Kongsberg describes this by the
epithet 'Low Logistics.'

The MUNIN AUV

Schedule

Control Module
Vehicle and Payload
Electronics
Fixed Dry Battery
12 hours endurance

The assembly and integration of all
the components will be carried out in
December, with first sea trials planned
for January 2014. The integration of
the swappable battery module will be
carried out in March/April 2014 which
will be immediately followed by final
sea trials.

Tail Section
Propulsion and steering
cNODE communications and
positioning transponder
RF/Wi-Fi/GPS antenna

Like many ROVs, the nose section
also includes a drop weight which
is normally balanced by the AUV's
internal buoyancy. In the event of
a failure of some sort preventing
the vehicle's return, however, this
clump weight can be ejected. This
immediately makes the rest of the
vehicles more buoyant and able to
rise to the surface. The section also
includes a buoy and recovery line.
Located behind the nose are the
batteries. These are rechargeable
but can also be swapped with
other batteries to save time. The
modular design affords the ability to
install additional batteries in order
to extend operational scope for
missions lasting up to 24 hours at
depths as deep as 1500m.

Once the trials have been completed
and the AUV is fully commercial,
Kongsberg will look to add greater
capabilities to the design in the future.
This is heloped by the modularity of
the design.
A good example is the HiSAS 2040
synthetic aperture sonar. This lowpower unit can be integrated into a
cylindrical section with the navigation
system.
This can offer full swath bathymetry,
high resolution (2cm by 2cm) imagery
and a high recovery rate of better
than 1.3km2/hour. It has a range of
145m at 4kts.
Featuring a tuneable operating
frequency of 230-370kHz, the 2D
phased array transmitter is capable of
more than 5000 hits per m2.
MUNIN's flexible communications
and navigation systems feature
some of the most sophisticated
technology available to survey
operators. The main communication

Adding or removing modules can
increase capacity and endurance

is via Kongsberg Maritime's cNODE
acoustic command and data link,
Wi-Fi and Iridium. The navigation
system features Kongsberg
Maritime's NavP aided inertial
navigation system (AINS) along
with a Honeywell HG9900 inertial
measurement unit (IMU).
There is an option for a HiPAP unit.
The MUNIN can be launched by a
mini-stinger or a saddle attachment
for a knuckle-boom crane. For the
mini-stinger, the AUV lies on a
docking bed which in turn sits on a
trolley. Wheels and a manoauvring
handle allow this trolley to be
moced around.
This trolley can extended over
the side of a vessel and then tilt
downwards. This allows the AUV to
slide diagonally into the water.
Upon return, an articulated joint
allows one end of the trolley to
assume a sub-horizontal angle in
which the MUNIN's nose can rest. A
winch system can then be attached.
Once secured, the trolley then
straightens, allowing the recovery of
the AUV.

Towards the centre of the MUNIN
AUV in a single mechanical housing
lies the integrated navigation systems
and acoustic payload sensors.
This module is factory calibrated
and requires no re-alignment after
transport or re-mobilisation.
The sensor payload includes a new
version of the 200-400 kHz EM2040
multibeam echo sounder featuring a
1degx1deg beam width and up to a
140deg swath at 200 kHz. There is
also a 230/540 kHz side scan sonar.
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Launch and recovery sequence
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Underwater Vehicles
AIV Back On Track

with the aim of adding the vehicle's
capabilities to our general services.
We have now taken to decision to
work with a much smaller number of
strategic partners.

Later this year, Subsea 7 will bring its
Mark 1 AIV autonomous inspection
vehicle to market. This marks the
end of a five-year development
programme that has seen a
number of vehicle prototypes being
developed. Last year, however, the
schedule was unexpectedly delayed
in order to carry out further testing.

"BP and Chevron were instrumental
in getting the vehicle to where it is
right now. Entering the next stage,
we need to be able to work more
closely with key operators, looking
at their existing infrastructure and
accumulate time in the water. Once
we have achieved this, we can make
the decision on what to do next."

“Since then, the vehicle has
successfully passed final phase
of verification trials,” said Scott
Cormack, Scott Cormack, Sales
and Marketing Director, Life-of-Field
and i-Tech - Global “It is now is fully
qualified.”
The AIV is a pioneering inspection
vehicle, developed by Subsea 7 to
carry out infield inspections. Seebyte
has been responsible for the highly
complex navigation software.
It differs from the majority of AUVs
on the market in that it can hover.
As such, it stands as the first
commercial AIV capable of regular
inspections of risers, pipelines and
seabed equipment.
It can move around a structure,
inspecting it from all angles.
As it is small and tetherless, it can
also go into spaces and travel routed
that an inspection ROV might find
impossible.
Just as the vehicle was ready to go
to market, with a number of operators
registering interest in using it, the
developers began to get readings in
the final testing stage that were not
what they had expected.
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"After reviewing the data, we decided
to extend the testing programme,"
said Cormack. "While this would
mean a revised the schedule, we did
not want the client to carry out any
beta-testing for us.
"The first phase was carried out in
Peterhead. The second was carried
out at Fort William, where Subsea
7 had installed some structures in
30–40m that resembled manifolds.

These went perfectly to plan.
As part of the final simulation phase,
hundreds of virtual AIV missions were
performed within a 3D offshore oilfield
representation to ensure that the
remote decision-making was robust.
Subsea 7 has since added a second
simulator run even more different
scenarios
The software system has also been
further hardened to optimise the
vehicle’s dynamic ability to recognise
subsea infrastructure environments,
make optimum decisions and complete
pre-planned missions.
"We needed to be confident that the
package was fully hardened. The
testing programmes confirmed what we
expected and we got back on track."
While there are other UVs now that
are entering the market, Subsea 7 see
themselves as a good 1-2 years ahead.
" As we operate underwater vehicles as
a main part of our work, we know what
we want them to do and how best to
achieve it. This experience underpins
the AIV design," said Cormack.
The delay, however, has resulted in a
change in the marketing strategy.
"We originally carried out a scattergun
approach and spoke to all our clients,
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The company may decide to build
more Mark 1 devices and use them
in other locations around the world.
This should accumulate revenue.
Alternatively, Subsea 7 can progress
to a Mark 2, keeping it ahead of the
competition. It is likely that ultimately
they will do both, however, the
timing is undecided.
"The Mark 2 version isn't going to
be too dissimilar to the present
design. It will probably be the
same shape that has proved to be
hydrodynamically stable and good
at holding station.
"We wont really know what we
want it to do until we have had
discussions with our partners," said
Cormack. "At the moment, we are
just inspecting with video and stills,
but the next phase might include
interfacing.
"The AIV is equipped with video
and stills cameras and will be used
only for inspection purposes. The
next phase could be to develop
ways of interfacing with downhole
equipment.
This will mean speaking to
companies such as FMC, Technip,
Cameron and Aker to see what we
need to do and agree the best way
to do it.
This may mean building AIV
compatible interfaces into subsea
infrastructure design.

THE FULL PICTURE
FOR INHOSPITABLE SEA EXPLORATION
For over 30 years Kongsberg Maritime has been leading the way in
manufacturing underwater cameras and lamps for demanding ROV,
Plough, Trencher and manned submersible navigation, surveillance and inspection
tasks in the deepest and most challenging applications around the globe. More
recently, Kongsberg Maritime’s cameras were used in manned deep-sea applications
to record breaking depths in excess of 7,000 metres.


Dependable colour zoom
inspection cameras

Affordable HD cameras
 Extremely low light BIT

navigation cameras
 Cost saving 3D cameras


Powerful HID and LED lamps

Robust digital pan & tilt and
rotator units

Visit us

Innovative
novative design and technology, unrivalled build quality,
Booth #501
ceptional image quality and wor
exceptional
world wide support ensure
Kongsberg Maritime’s products offer the best price-performance and reliability.
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Telephone: +44 1224 226500
km.camsales.uk@kongsberg.com

www.km.kongsberg.com
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Waveriders of the Storm
Waverider buoys deployed along the
English south coast by the Channel
Coastal Observatory became a
focus of attention towards the end of
October 2013 as one of the severest
storms experienced in recent times
passed through the south of England
heading east towards Scandinavia.
According to ocean equipment
distributor RS Aqua, some 23 buoys,
installed at various coastal locations
in the path of the storm, continued
to gather and transmit wave data as
winds reached a maximum measured
gust of 99 mph. From Selsey Bill to
Beachy Head (central southern UK
coastline) in particular, several buoys
measured their highest waves for a
decade, with significant wave heights
exceeding 4.3m in 10m water depth.
The wave data values were
processed and displayed in near
real-time on the Channel Coastal
Ovservatory (CCO) website which
registered a doubling of “hits” during
the storm’s duration to circa half a
million per day.

A Waverider buoy in the RS Aqua calibration facility

The Directional Waverider is an
industry standard, rugged and highly
reliable buoy of some 90cm diameter
which moves in sympathy with surface
wave motions. The device is moored to
the seabed via an elastic tether which
enables freedom of movement within
defined limits.
The latest version of the Waverider

Encapsulating & Moulding Facility
SEA CON has opened a new
Encapsulating and Moulding facility
in the West Houston area. With this
new facility, the company can meet
increasing demand in the local area
and provide more local customer
service support.
It allows SEA CON to react more
quickly and assist with unforeseen
and planned needs. The locallyheld stock is increased, as is the
capability for short order custom
assemblies
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"When production facilities geared
to the delivery of a mass production
of subsea connectors," said a
spokesman, "this can make it difficult
to provide customers with short order
custom assemblies.
The new workshop will specialise

in these short order needs of SEA
CON’s clients, both current and
future.
Some of the product lines will include
the Rubber Moulded, WET-CON, ALLWET and 55/66 series assemblies.
Stocks of these are already held, but
this new facility will see these levels
increase.

SEA CON's new Encapsulating and
Moulding facility
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buoy, model DWR4, was released this
year and incorporates surface current
speed and direction measurements.
Earlier this year, in a collaborative
venture with manufatureres Datawell,
a buoy calibration centre was
commissioned at RS Aqua’s premises
to serve its many UK and Ireland
Waverider clients.

Penetrators
BIRNS was recently called upon
to develop a unique set of ABS
certified fibre optic penetrators for a
manned submersible. The company
engineered the exclusive penetrator
design that included six single mode
optical fibres.
The robust penetrators were custom
overmoulded in BIRNS’ NAVSEA
PRO-020 certified molding facility,
and feature low insertion loss of <
.2dB and high return loss of >35dB.
The certification for optical
penetrators was new territory for
ABS, so the organisation worked
with BIRNS to develop rules for
witnessing the testing of the new
design. While the two optical
penetrators called for a 1000m
depth rating, BIRNS can design the
line with ratings to 6000m,

OptoLink
Fibre optic connectors

Available worldwide

Standard depth rating
6,000 metres

Expanded beam
lenses

Unlimited number
of matings
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Underwater Vehicles
what impact changes in the climate will have on this part of
Antarctica.
“We used to think that the volume of water flowing from
Antarctica’s melting glaciers and icebergs into the ocean
was equal to the amount of water falling as snow onto the
ice sheet'" said Dr Andy Smith, Science Programme
Manager, "and that this process was keeping the whole
system in balance.

Autosub 3 Image
National Oceanography Centre

Antarctic Investigation

A scientific team is undertaking an ambitious science
mission that will use the National Oceanography Centreprovided Autosub3 underwater vehicle to monitor recent
ice loss from the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. The aim is to
discover what is causing the recent rapid ice loss from
the Pine Island Glacier, and whether this will continue
to increase or slow down. The research is important for
understanding the likely impact on future sea level rise.
Autosub3 will map a ridge on the sea floor that seems
to have an important role in the exchange of warm and
cold layers of water beneath the glacier. The underwater
vehicle will make measurements along a pre-defined track
then return to the ship with the data.
To understand the rate at which the thickness of the ice
changes four autonomous radar instruments, engineered
to allow year-round operation, will monitor the gradual
change of ice shelf thickness with time. This investigation
will help the science team determine how heat is
transported beneath the ice shelf by ocean currents and

Pine Island and Thwaites glaciers on the West
Antarctic Ice Sheet (WAIS) are losing ice at a faster
rate than they are being replenished. This affects
sea level all over the world. The speed of changes to
this region has taken scientists by surprise and we need to
find out what’s going on.”
Launched in September this year the iSTAR science
programme will mount four projects focussed on finding out
what’s causing the rapid changes observed in the Amundsen
Sea region of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Using state-of-theart technologies, science teams will measure changes to the
flow and thickness of glaciers and investigate the role that the
ocean plays in transporting warm water beneath ice shelves.
A fleet of Seagliders will measure the temperature, saltiness
and current speeds at different depths in the water. Each time
the Seaglider reaches the ocean surface it will send back data
using satellite phone technology. The scientists will use the
information from Seagliders to work out how the warm water is
reaching the ice shelf and whether this is likely to continue in
future.
To collect data during the Antarctic winter, when the ocean
surface is covered by sea ice and inaccessible for research
ships, the team is enlisting the help of 15 seals. Tiny sensors,
temporarily glued to their fur, will capture information such as
the temperature and the saltiness.

ROTVs for Geophysical Surveys
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MMT has now upgraded the systems to be fully equipped
with side scan sonars and sub bottom profilers, in
addition to multibeam echo sounders, inertial navigation
system and Doppler velocity log. This means a complete
geophysical survey can be done from this platform in a
speed of 6kts and down to a water depth of 400m.
The remotely operated towed vehicles (ROTV) is a
powerful tool for accurate line keeping during a survey.
The system enhances the control of the tow-fish and
allows both a constant altitude above the seafloor as well
as maintaining the planned survey lines. The ROTV also
improves the actual direction of the tow-fish unit which
greatly improves the data quality of the side scan sonar.
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Remotely operated
towed vehicles (ROTV)

S-Boom Geophysical
Systems
By harnessing the combined power of three of their
AA202 Boomer Plates to provide a single pulse, the
Applied Acoustics’ S-Boom System is re-defining
the boundaries of shallow seismic surveying. Already
recognised for producing high resolution seabed
profiles, the fusion of these three transducers delivers
a source level high enough to significantly increase
sub-bottom penetration without loss of data quality.
Shallow water seismic reflection surveys
Deep penetration >200mtr
Ultra high resolution <0.25mtr
Clean, stable, repeatable pulse signature
Single and multi channel streamer compatible

+44 (0)1493 440355

:

general@appliedacoustics.com

:

www.appliedacoustics.com

S-Boom ad_UT2.indd 1

Boston to New York
Bluefin Robotics, in support of the
Naval Research Laboratory (NRL),
has successfully completed a longendurance UUV mission from Boston
to New York totaling over 100 hrs with
NRL's Reliant "Heavyweight" UUV.
The mission exercised UUV autonomy
methods and demonstrated the
capability of a high capacity energy
configuration. Further, the endurance
test was designed to push the
boundaries of traditional UUVs with the
objective to uncover the challenges
and requirements for significantly
extending UUV endurance for new
applications. The exercise is part of
a series to support NRL's research
in UUV-based technology for the US
Navy.

08/02/2012 16:58:28

with supplemental data from a GPS
and a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) to
enable precise navigation underwater
for long endurance missions.
Reliant uses Bluefin's modular vehicle
design that enabled the team to easily
remove the payload section and add
additional energy sections increasing
the system's energy capacity to nearly

40 kWh of power.
To optimise for endurance and
range, the vehicle travelled at an
average speed of 2.5kts at 10m
water depth, resurfacing every 20km
for navigation updates over GPS.
Team members were able to receive
vehicle status information over
Iridium satellite system. While the
support vessel was available, it did
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Reliant, is an advanced version of the
Bluefin-21 vehicle and, when equipped
with a Low Frequency Broadband
(LFBB) sonar payload, is the prototype
SMCM UUV Knifefish system for the
US Navy. The vehicle navigates using
a fibre-optic gyro-based INS along
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Underwater Vehicles
Merlin WR200

FMC
FMC Technologies has received
an order from Tidewater Subsea
(Tidewater) to supply a fleet of six
work-class ROV systems for its subsea
operations business.
The ROV systems will be supplied by
FMC Technologies' Schilling Robotics
business unit and are expected to be
delivered before the end of 2013. The
contract value is approximately $30
million in revenue.
FMC Technologies will supply
integrated Heavy Duty work-class
ROV systems, which will be mobilized
onboard Tidewater's deepwater
vessels to service the global oil
and gas offshore construction and
Inspection, Maintenance, and Repair
(IMR) markets.

Video Ray
Tennessee Wildlife Resource Agency
(TWRA) reported that their recently
acquired VideoRay Pro 4 Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV) has greatly
reduced search times for lost or stolen
boats and cars, as well as recovering
bodies of drowning victims. Purchased
in March 2013, the TWRA's system
includes a Teledyne BlueView P-900
imaging sonar.

IKM Subsea work class ROV, Merlin WR200
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Jumbo has recently awarded IKM
Subsea a contract to provide ROV
services onboard Jumbo's Heavy
Lift Vessel MV Fairplayer for
Anchor Block Installations project
in offshore Turkey. The vessel will
be mobilised in Rotterdam.
The Merlin WR200 Workclass
ROV will be mobilised with all
necessary toolings and sensors

onboard the vessel to support the
operations. The project will be
executed in Deepwater ranging from
500m to 1250m.
“We hope to continue with the rapid
growth and recognition achieved in
2013 for the IKM Subsea brand in
the region.” said Mahesh Govindan,
IKM Subsea Singapore’s General
Manager.
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During a meeting with state legislators
Janice Bowling and Judd Matheny at
Tullahoma City Hall, TWRA director Ed
Carter reported that the VideoRay Pro
4 ROV has streamlined search and
recovery missions, reducing mission
time from two weeks down to one day.
"It’s a huge relief for these families to
be able to get closure so much sooner
than ever before, and it greatly reduces
the strain on our divers, who would
otherwise have to spend long hours in
often dangerous conditions underwater."
TWRA Boating and Law Enforcement
Division investigator Matt Majors
agreed. "It’s been great for assisting
sheriffs and police with recovering
stolen vehicles and investigating
underwater crime scenes in the rivers
and lakes".

Delta for EMAS
Delta SubSea has been
selected by EMAS AMC to
provide ROV services in
support of EMAS’s current
Gulf of Mexico deepwater
repair campaign.

ROV Launching

DSS will deploy a Schilling
HDTM 150hp ROV as well as
ROV tooling, including Class
1-4 torque tools, water blaster
and hotstabs.
DSS also fabricated a
customised ROV subframe
assembly in support of this
scope of work.
“DSS looks forward to
providing EMAS with bestin-class ROV services”
said Scott Dingman, DSS’s
CEO, “Delta brings to bear
its experienced ROV crew
as well as engineering and
fabrication expertise to
maximise efficiency for this
scope of work.”
l Delta SubSea (DSS)
announced the charter of the
238' DP-2 MSV/IMR Seacor
Diamond from Seacor Marine.
The Seacor Diamond is
Jones Act-compliant and
has a maximum speed of
12.5kts and is equipped with
a Techcrane T200 crane.
The T200 has a maximum
capacity of 80 Mt and a
maximum boom radius of 130'
and 2,000-foot of cable.
"The Seacor Diamond,
equipped with a 150 HP
work class vehicle from
DSS's fleet of Schilling HD
ROVs and supported by
DSS's seasoned crew and
engineering team, enables
DSS to provide best-in-class
solutions for its clients' most
challenging Gulf of Mexico
and Caribbean Sea IMR work
scopes," said Scott Dingman,
DSS's CEO.
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Seafloor Research
Study: Arctic seafloor methane releases double previous estimates
by Marmian Grimes, University of Alaska Fairbanks

The seafloor off the coast of Northern
Siberia is releasing more than twice
the amount of methane as previously estimated, according to new
research results published in the
Nov. 24 edition of the journal Nature
Geoscience.
The East Siberian Arctic Shelf is
venting at least 17 teragrams of the
methane into the atmosphere each
year. A teragram is equal to 1 million
tons.
“It is now on par with the methane
being released from the arctic tundra, which is considered to be one of
the major sources of methane in the
Northern Hemisphere,” said Natalia
Shakhova, one of the paper’s lead
authors and a scientist at the University of Alaska Fairbanks. “Increased
methane releases in this area are a
possible new climate-change-driven
factor that will strengthen over time.”
Methane is a greenhouse gas more
than 30 times more potent than
carbon dioxide. On land, methane
is released when previously frozen
organic material decomposes. In
the seabed, methane can be stored
as a pre-formed gas or asmethane
hydrates. As long as the subsea
permafrost remains frozen, it forms a
cap, effectively trapping the methane
beneath. However, as the permafrost

Methane bubbles collect under the ice. Photo : Natalia Shakhova

thaws, it develops holes, which allow
the methane to escape. These releases can be larger and more abrupt than
those that result from decomposition.
The findings are the latest in an ongoing international research project led
by Shakhova and Igor Semiletov, both
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researchers at the UAF International
Arctic Research Center. Their twiceyearly arctic expeditions have revealed
that the subsea permafrost in the area
has thawed much more extensively
than previously thought, in part due to
warming water near the bottom of the
ocean. The warming has created con-

ditions that allow the subsea methane
to escape in much greater amounts
than their earlier models estimated.
Frequent storms in the area hasten its
release into the atmosphere, much in
the same way stirring a soda releases
the carbonation more quickly.
“Results of this study represent a big
step forward toward improving our
understanding of methane emissions
from the East Siberian Arctic Shelf,”
said Shakhova.
She noted that while the ESAS is
unusual in its expansive and shallow
nature, the team’s findings there speak
to the need for further exploration of
the subsea Arctic. “I believe that all
other arctic shelf areas are significantly
underestimated and should be paid
very careful attention to.”

this part of the Arctic, could impact the entire globe,” Shakhova said. “We
are trying to understand the actual contribution of the ESAS to the global
methane budget and how that will change over time.”
Shakhova and Semiletov are also affiliated with the Pacific Oceanological Institute at the Russian Academy of Sciences, Far Eastern Branch, as
are research team members Anatoly Salyuk, Denis Kosmach and Denis
Chernykh. Other members of the research team include Dmitry Nicolsky
of the UAF Geophysical Institute; co-lead author Ira Leifer of the Marine
Sciences Institute at the University of California, Santa Barbara and Bubbleology Research International; Valentin Sergienko of the Institute of
Chemistry at the Russian Academy of Sciences, Far Eastern Branch; Chris
Stubbs of the Marine Sciences Institute at the University of California,
Santa Barbara; Vladimir Tumskoy of Moscow State University; and Örjan
Gustafsson of the Department of Applied Environmental Science and
Bolin Centre for Climate Research, Stockholm University.

The East Siberian Arctic Shelf is a
methane-rich area that encompasses
more than 2 million square kilometers
of seafloor in the Arctic Ocean. It is
more than three times as large as the
nearby Siberian wetlands, which have
been considered the primary Northern
Hemisphere source of atmospheric
methane. Previous estimates performed for the ESAS suggested that
the area was releasing 8 teragrams of
methane into the atmosphere yearly.
During field expeditions, the research
team used a variety of techniques—
including sonar and visual images of
methane bubbles in the water, air and
water sampling, seafloor drilling and
temperature readings—to determine
the conditions of the water and permafrost, as well as the amount of methane
being released.

Pho
Me
Sibe

Methane is an important factor in
global climate change, because it so
effectively traps heat. As conditions
warm, global research has indicated
that more methane is released, which
then stands to further warm the planet.
Scientists call this phenomenon a positive feedback loop.
“We believe that the release of methane from the Arctic, and in particular
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Members of the scientific field expedition drill through the ice and into the seafloor of
the East Siberian Arctic Shelf. Photo courtesy of Natalia Shakhova
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Underwater Vehicles
The Exocetus Coastal Glider (CG), a new oceanographic underwater glider
that was developed to operate in coastal waters at depths as shallow as
10m, has now been successfully tested in coastal waters shallower than
5m. This has just been announced by Dr. Joe Imlach, CEO/CTO of
Exocetus Development LLC. The Exocetus [x-o-seat-us -- is the name of a
flying fish] glider is designed for environmental monitoring in coastal waters
with currents in excess of 1m/s and can operate in waters with large
density variations due to the Exocetus patented adaptive ballasting control
system.
With the support of the University of Southern Mississippi [USM] staff at the
Stennis Space Center, glider tests were conducted in the Jordan River on
November 20, 2013, where water depths vary from 1 to 5 m. The
Exocetus Coastal Glider operated in both upstream and downstream
water conditions. The Exocetus Glider was surprisingly able to
successfully complete 180 degree turns in waters as shallow as 3 m,
surpassing previous demonstrations of the product.
When weather conditions improve in the Gulf of Mexico at the beginning of
2014, the hypoxia sensors on the Exocetus Coastal Glider will be further
tested by USM staff. The hypoxia sensors include a WetLabs ECO FLNTU
with a turbidity and fluorescence sensors; and a RINKO dissolved oxygen
sensor.
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Underwater Vehicles
Body Recovery
During a recent training exercise
of robotics-assisted search and
recovery equipment for the Zunyi
City Public Security and Fire
Detachment in China, a drowning
victim was recovered in nearby
Guiyang using the SeaBotix LBV3005 MiniROV.
The scheduled training was part
of an ROV operator course being
conducted by SeaBotix personnel
and local distributor Century
Planning Technology.
The SeaBotix LBV300-5 system
was equipped with a Tritech Gemini
multi-beam sonar for search, a 250m
(820ft) tether, an interlocking grabber
arm, and an Integrated Navigation
Console (INC) with weatherprotected housing of electronics
for display of video and data. The
training was set to commence when
the real life emergency was reported.
A 22 year old male was missing and
last seen by friends and relatives
during a swim at the Pine Mountain
reservoir. The region is home
to a large expanse of lakes and
reservoirs. This particular reservoir
is located at an elevation of 1275m
(4181ft) above sea level.
Due to the limitations imposed
by diving at altitude and the poor
visibility of the water, local rescue
divers had been unable to locate
the missing man. Water depth in
the area exceeded 35m (115ft).
At this altitude, scuba diving is
more dangerous, and the risk of
decompression injury for the divers
was very high.
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In addition to the decompression
risk, divers are limited as well by
the amount of air that they can carry
with them, and their ability to cope
with the cold waters typically found
at these elevations. A robot, on
the other hand, is immune to these
issues.
Local SeaBotix distributor Century
Planning Technology was contacted

Zunyi City Public Security and
Fire Detachment in China
training session

by the local authorities requesting
assistance as the rescue teams had
already expended several days in a
fruitless search. Training personnel
and equipment were immediately
relocated to the location of the
emergency.

Dropping down to a depth of 35m, the
search began using the Gemini sonar
as the primary navigation and search
tool. Several promising targets were
investigated, and approximately 40mins
into the search visual contact was
made with the victim.

A search plan was established
with location authorities including
information from witnesses regarding
the missing swimmer’s last seen
location. The SeaBotix LBV300-5 was
set up and deployed to perform the
search from a rocky outcrop about 5m
(16.4 ft) above the reservoir surface.

The LBV300-5 was equipped with the
SeaBotix IJG301 large interlocking
jaws, which had primarily been
designed with this type of mission in
mind. The pilot manoeuvred the LBV
into position to attach the ROV to the
victim in order to perform the recovery.

Divers reported visibility in the 1–2 m
(3-6ft) range in the search area. While
the poor visibility severely impacted
the divers, it was not a problem with
the Gemini multi-beam sonar, which
increased the search range by over
30m (100 ft).
While divers could search an area
of up to 42m (432ft) at a glance, the
ROV, equipped with the Gemini sonar,
could search an area almost 950m2
(10 000 ft2) while moving forward.
The SeaBotix LBV300-5 was lowered
from the outcrop and deployed from
the bank of the reservoir, then was
piloted to the location reported by the
witnesses.
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Once the interlocking jaw was attached
to the victim’s wrist, the pilot brought
him to the surface using the vertical
thrusters, which have the capacity of
lifting up to 4kg of weight (8.8lbs), and
in conjunction with gently retrieving the
tether. Once on the surface, the victim
was brought to the shore by a team
operating in the search area.
Though this mission ending up being
a recovery rather than a rescue, it did
help to mitigate further tragedy and
heartache for all involved. No rescue
personnel were injured attempting
this dangerous recovery and, just as
importantly, the family was able to say
their goodbyes in accordance with their
customs and traditions. Regrettably this
is not a unique experience.

Retrieving a body with a SARbot

The UK’s first and only underwater
search, rescue and recovery charity
has been launched to provide safe
underwater rescue solutions. Called
SARbot, the charity recently hosted
a joint seminar with the International
Rescue Training Centre Wales
(IRTCW) which attracted around
60–70 delegates from European police
and rescue services in attendance
plus the likes of Blueview, Tritech,
Sound Metrics and other ROV
suppliers.

"Research suggests that the time from
immersion to recovery for a successful
outcome is longer than previously
thought. New data indicates that the
time limit may be up 90 minutes when
the water temperature at the site of the
accident is less than 21oC (69.8oF).

In the United Kingdom there are
reported to be over 700 drownings
in a typical year. Saving even a
small percentage of these victims
could reduce the human suffering
and heartache that results from such
losses within their communities.

Along with this expansion of the
recovery time window, the data
indicates that a new protocol for
resuscitation greatly improves the
victims’ chances for a full recovery.

The charity is in the process of
acquiring a sniffer dog, capable of
identifying human scent on water.
It also has access to a dive team
provided by BJG Solutions.

Normandy Invasion work for DVS-300
DeepSea Power & Light’s DVS-300
diver video system has assisted in
creating the largest and most precise
archeological map of the five invaded
Normandy beaches to commemorate
the 70th anniversary of D-Day.
The DVS-300 took on the momentous
task of identifying wrecks along
511km2 of coastline in just 27 days.
During this historic collaboration, the
DVS-300 compact, ultralightweight
video system helped identify nearly
300 shipwrecks.
Sherrell Ocean Services used the
DVS-300 during its seven week
expedition. It collected data and
pictures of sunken ships, hidden WWII
artifacts, and a spectacular portrait of
history. The diver video system was
able to capture the stunning images

with full frame rate video; as well as,
more compact low frame rate video
and still images.
The DVS-300’s light weight and
compact size made it easy to transport
between the two French vessels Andre
Malraux and Etoile Marine’s Magic Star
in addition to being used on a 6m long
rigid-hulled inflatable boat for quick
target identification.
Data collected will update the
international wreck database, support
the goal of defining the Normandy
beaches as a UNESCO World
Heritage Site, and 3D images will allow
visualisations of the wrecks.
l DeepSea Power & Light’s
6000m-rated SeaLite Sphere LED
lamp can now offer field-serviceable

SeaLite Sphere LED
connector replacement. The ability
to change the connector without any
special tools or the need to send the
light back to the manufacturer has
reduced downtime, saving users
time and money. A 8700psi pressure
resistant compartment separates
the connector from other internal
electronic components. This prevents
flooding due to a connector failure
Another enhancement of the design is
a widening of its dimming range. The
light allows users to smoothly transition
within a dimming range similar to a
halogen light.
In order to make the SeaLite
Sphere even more versatile and
rugged, DeepSea Power & Light
has introduced a new and improved
mounting bracket.

Left: DVS-300 Above: Sherrell Ocean Services

This consists of two halves for easy
installation and uninstallation, while
Titanium inserts prolong bracket
longevity in salt water. It is offered in
either metric or imperial thread sizes.
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Equipment
Power Supply

SPRINT

Sonar Equipment Services of Great
Yarmouth, has added the new
Applied Acoustics’ CSP-N seismic
power supply to its equipment
pool.

Bibby Offshore will install a
Sonardyne SPRINT acoustically
aided inertial navigation system on
its Quasar ROV. This will extend the
operational limits and efficiency of
USBL and LBL positioning.

CSP-N Power Supply

The 1200J reverse polarity unit
selected by Sonar Equipment
will operate a variety of Applied
Acoustics’ sound sources
including the triple boomer plate

The CSP-N1200 is a compact 7U unit
supplied in a durable transit case.
It not only incorporates a unique
negative voltage output but also
proprietary Variable Input Power
Circuitry facilitating a ‘soft-start’ to ease
generator load.

S-Boom System, single plate
boomers and the new longlife Dura-Spark 240. This novel
catamaran based sparker
assembly has extremely durable
electrodes that rarely need
replacing and is ideal for high and
ultra high resolution geophysical
surveys.

Sonar Equipment Services’ CSP-N1200
has already been used as the power
supply of choice on a number of
seismic sub-bottom profiling site
surveys and is now placed with their
S-Boom System over at rental partners
Oceanvision Equipment Services in
Singapore, to support the South East
Asia and Western Australia regions.

Making optimal use of acoustic
aiding data and other sensors such
as Doppler Velocity Logs (DVLs)
and pressure sensors improves
accuracy, precision and integrity in
any water depth.
The Sonardyne SPRINT INS
systems will be installed as
standard items, to provide the
immediate key benefits of more
efficient data processing and the
continued provision of high quality
deliverables.

Mermac ROV Winches
MacArtney has recently upgraded its
MERMAC R series of ROV winches.
This series is empowered by active
heave compensation (AHC), a
feature useful in reducing weatherrelated down time and making the
launch, handling and recovery
of tethered equipment such as
remotely operated vehicles (ROV)
and tether management systems
(TMS), easier and safer.

The MERMAC R AHC winches employ
complex motion reference algorithms
to immediately stabilise submerged
equipment by compensating for vessel
movement caused by waves – even in
heavy seas.
Another 'uptime upgrading' feature,
is that the MERMAC R winches can
be delivered with an industry-unique
remote diagnostics tooling. This allows
MacArtney technicians to remotely
monitor and troubleshoot numerous
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winch functions in real time. By
eliminating unnecessary offshore
engineering support, this potentially
offers significant cost savings to winch
clients and operators.
MacArtney MERMAC R winches are
designed to be highly dependable,
versatile and modular systems.
Employed for work class and
inspection ROV systems alike,
MERMAC R winches are available as
standalone systems, as part of launch
and recovery packages or as part of
complete vessel moon pool handling
solutions.
Several components are standardised,
making it easy for the user to select the
required performance and capacity.
Moreover, the modularity of MERMAC
R winches make them easy to upgrade
or reconfigure if their services are
eventually required for handling other
types of equipment. Another feature
of the upgraded MERMAC R series
is the dedicated focus on 'intelligent
compactness' which is incorporated
into all winch designs. While taking up
less deck space, the design still allows
for easy maintenance.

ASCM ROV
ACSM has completed sea trials of a second Saab Seaeye
Cougar XT ready to add to its ROV fleet. This follows
successful trials offshore Norway and in the Baltic where
ROV pilots and technicians reported minimal downtime and
satisfaction with its performance.
Operating near the Port of Ferrol, Spain, the 2000m rated
Cougar undertook a range of free-swimming tests including
survey routes, manipulator intervention on structures and
other wet tests.
An additional test included a collaborative venture with
Portugal-based Abyssal, trialling their 3D visualisation
system that uses Augmented Technology to provide the
pilot with a 'heads-up' display in 3D showing flight paths
and checkpoints to guide the pilot to the exact target
location. ACSM intend to make the Cougar XT available to
clients, not only as a free-swimming option, but as a 'backup' vehicle for ACSM's other TMS housed Cougar where
long projects or difficult offshore areas would make any
quick ROV replacement a challenge.

l San Diego-based MiniROV
manufacturer SeaBotix, has
recently contracted MacArtney to
supply an electric MERMAC ROV
winch system for its Containerised
Delivery System CDS.
Understood to be the world's first
4000m-capable, fully self-contained,
rapid-response, ROV system, the
SeaBotix CDS represents a truly
innovative approach to deepwater
observation and light duty work.
Traditionally, large and expensive
Work Class ROV systems that take
days to mobilise have been used
for these missions. The CDS is a
simple, flexible and cost-effective
alternative, offering a single
container integrated deepwater
observation package, including
customisable control room,
workspace, winch, launch and
recovery system (LARS), TMS and a
SeaBotix vLBV4000 ROV system
In order to deploy and retrieve
the ROV in higher sea states,
Seabotix selected the MacArtney
MERMAC) winch to effectively filter

out the effects of wave and vessel
movement,
"On several fronts, MERMAC
winches represent an ideal ROV
handling solution for the SeaBotix
CDS system said MacArtney
Launch and Recovery Sales
Manager, Klaus Brix.
"Like all the other elements that make
up the CDS, MERMAC winches
are designed to be self-contained,
modular and compact, however, yet
easy to operate and service.
Besides the intelligent Active Heave
Compensation capacity, the MERMAC
winch used with the SeaBotix
CDS systems incorporates several
ingenious features which contributes to
a very effective winch solution.
These include a space saving rightangle winch configuration with the
level wind sheave integrated within
the protective frame, central grease
points for easy system lubrication,
a PC based, user friendly Graphical
User Interface (GUI) for control and
monitoring of the Tether Management

CDS launch
and recovery
system

System (TMS) deployment with
speed and tension control.
Finally, a wireless handheld
controller is used for flexible tangle
free operation.
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OceanOlOgy InternatIOnal 2014
wIll feature:
n8
 newlydevelopedconferenceprogrammescoveringthe
latestdevelopmentsforkeyserviceandindustrysectors
n Theworld’slargestexhibitionfeaturingover520exhibitors,
10%largerthanthepreviousevent
n Aproductdemonstrationsprogrammeincludingmore
visitingvessels,on-waterandwatersidedemonstrations
thaneverbefore
n Networkingopportunitieswithyourinternationalpeers
acrosseveryrelatedsector
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Hydrographic Survey
Geophysical Survey
Geotechnical Survey
Subsea Engineering Services
Oceanographic Measurement
Ocean Forecasting
Metrology
Navigation and Positioning
GIS
Marine Environmental Survey
Marine Environmental Consultancy
Coastal Engineering Consultancy

Organised by:

Register to attend for free at:

www.oceanologyinternational.com
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Learned Society Patron:

Panel of
Experts and
Keynote
Speaker at
the Inaugural
Event

Texas A&M University’s Student Chapter
Texas A&M University’s Student
Chapter of the Society for Underwater
Technology (SUT-TAMU) is excited to
say ‘Howdy’ and formally present itself
to the SUT community. We are the first
official student chapter affiliated with
the SUT and our inaugural year has
been a rousing success.
We look forward to enhancing SUT’s
presence among undergraduate and
graduate students. SUT-TAMU draws
its objectives and mission from SUT
Headquarters: we define ourselves
as a multi-disciplinary learned society
whose goal is to bring together
individuals with common interests in
underwater technology and promote
networking opportunities for students
with industry professionals.
What began as a group of students
and professors interested in
connecting the various subsea-related
fields became a university-sanctioned
student organisation and an official
SUT affiliate. It was an arduous and
coordinated effort – we had to show
SUT that we were serious about
generating a sustainable student
partnership with current industry
leaders.

2014, two more industry leaders are
scheduled to speak to a student
audience: Craig Shipp from Shell E&P
will discuss Sub-Sea Geohazards,
and Ian Griffiths from SMD will explain
the functions of ROVs in underwater
research. These seminars provide
valuable opportunities for students to
network with leaders in their respective
fields and broaden their general
understanding of subsea technology.
SUT-TAMU also seeks to unite the
A&M community through more casual
networking and scholarly events. We
recently hosted our first tailgating
event – an Aggie football tradition
– sponsored by INTECSEA. Guests
were treated to Texas barbeque and
a relaxed atmosphere to mingle with
INTECSEA representatives John Allen,
Ron Ledbetter and John Sanders.
In the spring, SUT-TAMU is hosting
a one-day subsea awareness short
course, allowing students to take
part in programs usually offered to
industry members – an incredible
opportunity for up-and-coming
graduates!

We are also pursuing an educational
outreach opportunity through the
OSIG School Touring Program
conducted by Andrew Haigh of
Gardline Surveys, Inc.
We hope to support his program in
local schools, which teaches young
adults about underwater technology
and its many potential career paths.
And that’s not all that’s in the works;
we are planning a field trip and a
student paper contest poised to award
hundreds of dollars in student grants.
As our first semester of activities draws
to a close, SUT-TAMU wishes to thank
SUT and the professors and industry
professionals who assisted us along
the way. We continue to adapt and
improve to achieve our goals, striving
to make SUT-TAMU a sustainable and
operational student chapter.
As student support increases visibly on
campus, the future looks promising for
our burgeoning organisation. Be sure
to stay updated at sut.tamu.edu, our
Facebook page, or feel free to contact
us at sut.tamu@gmail.com.

After a year of preparation by the
SUT-TAMU Steering Committee, we
became a recognised organisation
and kicked off with our official
Inaugural Event on September 27th.
The evening featured keynote speaker
Christopher Curran, SUT Houston
Chairperson, and a student-driven
Q&A panel of industry experts with
Zenon Medina-Cetina, Ian Griffiths,
Roger Osborne, and John Allen.
The event accommodated over 150
students, all eager to hear about the
activities planned for the upcoming
school year. Since then, we have
hosted two of our four seminar
series, showcasing Kimberly Faulk,
Senior Marine Archaeologist with the
GEMS Group and Don Wells, Senior
Subsea Engineering Advisor at HESS
Corporation.
During the spring semester of
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SUT
SUT Houston Meeting

SUT North of England Branch Evening Meeting

3rd Learning Luncheon

NAREC Site Visit

3 October 2013

Wednesday 18th September 2013

By Shawn.Williamson BHPBilliton.com

By Steve Addison, Atkins

SUT-Houston’s Offshore Site
Investigation and Geotechnics
Committee (OSIG) hosted a Learning
Luncheon on at BP’s Eldridge Three
office in Houston, Texas.
Over 60 people attended the
luncheon in person including
geoscientists and engineers from
a variety oil and gas companies
as well as industry contractors. In
addition, there were 50 registrations
for the simultaneous webinar
broadcast.
The featured speaker was Philippe
Jeanjean (BP E&P Segment
Engineering Technical Authority Geotechnical Engineering), who
gave an excellent presentation
entitled "State of Practice: Offshore
Geotechnics Throughout the Life of
an Oil and Gas Field".

The presentation described selected
offshore geotechnical practices, from
geohazards assessment in the early
stages of a project, to the design of
shallow and deep foundations, with a
focus on deepwater applications and
conventional siliceous sediments.
The past and current recommendations
of API and ISO were summarized and
their differences highlighted. The use
of total and effective stress pile design
methods and recent developments
in the design of piles in sands were
discussed.
Last, observations and lessons learned
from the performance of offshore
foundations in the Gulf of Mexico during
hurricanes were presented.
The next SUT-Houston Learning
Luncheon will be held in February 2014.

Fifty-five people attended the Narec
(National Renewable Energy Centre)
site visit and associated lectures, along
with eight Narec Representatives. The
event was hosted by Narec, who also
provided the event chairman: Andrew
Mill (Chief Executive). The first two
speakers were Ignacio Marti (Chief
Technology Officer) and John Watson
(Business Development Manager), both
of Narec followed by the third speaker,
Peter Allan of UTEC Geomarine.
On arrival we split into four groups
for the Narec site tour. The tour
encompassed four different facilities
at the site: the 15MW Drive Train Test
Facility, the 3MW Tidal Turbine Drive
Train Test Facility, the Charles Parsons
Test Centre, and the 100m Wind
Turbine Blade Testing Facility. Also
briefly introduced were the wave flume,
simulated seabed and still water tank.
At each facility a short description of
the equipment was given along with the
capabilities of the resources available
and type of testing they are capable of.
After the tour Andrew Mill was
introduced by Andrew Pople (Atkins
and Vice Chair of the North of England
Branch). Andrew Mill welcomed the
audience and introduced the first
speaker, Ignacio Marti, to talk about the
role Narec plays within the industry, its
capabilities and future plans on behalf
of Narec. He opened with information
about the site, including the fact that it
is the largest open access test facility in
the world.
This allows them to cater to all types
of customer, and testing schedules,
often developing systems as part of
joint industry efforts with both academic
and commercial partners. Having been
introduced to the onshore capabilities,
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Zenon Medina-Cetina (SUT-Houston OSIG Chair, left) presented Philippe Jeanjean
(right) with a token of appreciation for his excellent luncheon presentation.
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Ignacio described the development of
an offshore demonstration wind turbine
field allowing technologies designed
and tested onshore to be verified
offshore in an accessible location.
The discussion following Ignacio’s
presentation centred on what specific
services Narec could provide.

SUT Aberdeen Evening Meeting

Pipeline Inspection and Repair
Wednesday, 9 October 2013
By Steve Addison, Atkins

The evening’s second speaker was John
Watson. John spoke about prototype
development and the role Narec plays
in ‘de-risking’ new technology. The
reduction of risk is very important from
both a technological and financial
perspective.
Narec is able to contribute to the
reduction of risk by offering companies
the facility to carry out full scale controlled
test, whether to simulate specific
conditions that have been seen in
operation, or to simulate predicted worst
case scenarios or any other situation the
client may want to test.
John then delivered slides on the
behalf of Siemens MCT. These slides
emphasised the need from both
engineers and financial teams for proof
of concept, whether this be verification of
theoretical data in applied applications or
proof of profitability.
The final speaker of the evening was
Peter Allan of UTEC Geomarine. Peter’s
presentation was focused around
quantitative assessment of risk to
cables laid on the seabed and using
this to dictate burial depth. He began
by introducing the current method for
assessing risk to laid cables (i.e. the
Burial Protection Index, which was
developed for the telecoms industry) and
described why this was not suitable for
power cables, namely that there is no
redundancy in power cables.
Peter then went on to outline how a
quantitative method could be used, taking
into account shipping activity, anchorage
locations and type (based on ship type)
and soil type. Using UTEC Geomarine’s
method a quantitative risk level can be
calculated. Based on this number an
appropriate risk level can be decided,
dictating the burial depth for the cable.
After the interesting questions and
answers session Andrew Pople thanked
the speakers and hosts, following which
the audience and speakers retired to
the buffet. Thanks are extended to the
speakers, and to Narec for hosting the
evening.

The Aberdeen branch’s October
evening meeting addressed
the subject of subsea pipeline
inspection and repair. The
meeting took place at the Treetops
Hotel on 9 October.
The presentations started with
the meeting chairman, David
Kaye, giving a short introductory
talk on the subject, including an
overview of the different inspection
techniques used for subsea
pipelines, and the key issues and
technologies which are used for
subsea pipeline repairs. The talk
gave a preliminary overview prior
to the main presentations.
The introductory talk was one
of a series of introductory talks
set up through the branch’s
“young engineer” SUT+ group,
and intended to help newcomers
to the industry understand and
appreciate the main presentations
to follow.
The first detailed presentation of
the evening was then given by Jim
McNab of Oceaneering. Jim is
the Global Technology Manager
at Oceaneering International
Inspection, and has a wealth of
experience in subsea inspection,
radiography and non-destructive
testing. Jim described a
successful operation to locate a
stuck plug within a buried 30km
pipe-in-pipe system.

equipment allowed the plug to be
identified and confirmed.
The second presentation was given
by Neil Stagg of BP. Neil described
the recovery and replacement of
a Foinaven R14-F14 riser-flowline
pull head. The project included the
subsea assembly of a flowline-riser
bolted connection; this innovative
and creative solution avoided
expensive specialist vessels, long
lead time replacement of main
system components, and made
best use of summer weather
opportunities.
The riser and pullhead were removed
from the Flowline Termination (FTA)
flange and the anomalous pullhead
was then cut free from the riser
end termination and recovered.
Reassembly of the bolted flange
between the riser and (new) R14
DMaC pullhead was followed by pullin and reconnection to the FTA using
the DMaC tooling system.
The project was completed
successfully within a year, with
significant cost savings and 18
months over alternative replacement
methods. Neil described the initial
concept development, design and
testing of the skid and assembly
equipment, and the offshore
operation – and his satisfaction at the
successful project completion just
one week before Christmas!

The plug was located using
cleaning pigs with acoustic
transponders to detect the
blockage, and final accurate
location and confirmation of the
plug using subsea computed
radiography.

The final presentation of the evening
was given by Ken Bryson, Manager
of Subsea7’s Intervention and
Autonomous Systems Group. Ken
described three different examples
of bespoke, deep water pipeline
repairs carried out by Subsea7 over
the past 18 months.

Jim described the computed
radiography equipment and its
onshore trials before moving
on to discuss its operation
on the pipeline subsea. He
demonstrated how the enhanced
image contrast with computerised

Ken’s examples consisted of
sealing a subsea ball valve leak,
replacement of a failed NPT plug
on a subsea check valve, and the
removal of a subsea manifold valve,
followed by plugging and capping of
each spool.
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Ken described each repair project,
and how the repairs were designed
and tested thoroughly prior to
offshore implementation.
Even with the best of planning,
however, problems can arise; in
Ken’s last case study, he described
how the first operation to plug the
second spool was unsuccessful,

due to inaccurate as-built data, and
eventually leading to the failure of the
pressure cap under test. The plug was
recovered, re-engineered to suit the
actual pipe bore size, and successfully
re-installed and tested.

The audience was left with a clear
appreciation how creative thinking,
attention to detail, and careful onshore
testing can combine has resulted in
the successful completion of some
very challenging intervention projects.

A total of 100 people attended the
meeting and greatly enjoyed a number
of excellent, high quality presentations.

The audience retired to the bar
afterwards, for buffet supper and
further discussion of the presentations.

SUT London Evening Meeting

Materials in the Underwater Environment
Wednesday, 19 September 2013
By Evangelos Alexakis

The materials used in subsea
developments have always
been a crucial factor and their
criticality is increasing with the
demand for deepwater exploration
in challenging and hostile
environments.
In this evening meeting, the SUT
sought both to outline the technical
challenges associated with the
corrosion of materials and their
behaviour, and the requirement of
subsea insulation to mitigate flow
assurance issues.
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Our chairman for the evening was
Iain Knight. After a brief welcome,
Iain introduced the first speaker,
George Winning of Wood Group
Integrity Management (WGIM).
George started by presenting all the
factors affecting material selection,
with the emphasis on internal and
external corrosion issues
George went on to explain that
internal corrosion in particular,
depends on the production fluids
being transmitted (in the pipeline)
and the selection of the materials is
based on modelling. CRAs must be
used where the corrosion allowance
is greater than 8mm (typically).
Mitigation methods were presented
for both external and internal
corrosion and focused on the

importance of materials being
produced as per specifications.
George’s presentation looked further
into all the requirements for effective
inhibition in terms of performance,
stability and compatibility and
summarised that coatings and CP,
and inhibitors are the most reliable
for external and internal corrosion
respectively.
George concluded his presentation
saying that “corrosion has unique
issues; therefore requirements have
to be fully understood, as a good
corrosion design can save lots of
money”.
A more in depth interpretation on
the significance of material selection
was presented by our second
speaker, David Lee of WGIM. David
complemented the previous talk with
further considerations in material
selection other than corrosion
resistance. These include mechanical
properties, cost, availability and
weldability.
A typical comparison between carbon/
low alloy steels and CRAs was
presented with respect to the aforementioned considerations, with the
former having a low CAPEX but high
OPEX, whereas CRAs’ increased initial
costs are offset by lower operational
costs.
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Our last speaker for the evening, David
Mobbs of WGIM, who focused on the
importance of subsea insulation as a
means of mitigating flow assurance
problems including hydrate formation
and wax deposits in pipelines.
These occur as the temperature of
the fluids in the pipeline fall below the
hydrate formation and wax appearance
temperatures.
The governing factor for the type of
material to be used is the maximum
temperature of the fluid running through
the pipeline. Aerogel is expected to be
the future in dry (PIP) insulation, used
for temperatures up to 6500C, providing
lowest thermal conductivity of any
commercially available insulation.
Wood Group Kenny has created a
brand new Subsea Insulation training
course (International Registered Marine
Insulation Inspectors - IRMII) filling
an identified gap in the market. It is
accredited by the International Institute
of Marine Surveying and qualified
candidates will maximise their technical
knowledge of advanced thermal
insulation systems, as well as enable
effective inspection of their application.
After an enthusiastic session of
questions from the audience; we
adjourned to refresh ourselves on a
generous supply of cheese and wine.

Measure Once,
Cut Once.
IRM

Making Impossible
Jobs Possible
A 12 meter spool piece metrology project
for the Auk North reservoir n the North
Sea was an extreme challenge since the
target pipe flanges were recessed into the
existing manifolds. A unique combination
of Teledyne BlueView high-resolution 3D
acoustic scans and Star Net terrestrial laser
scans were used to provide unparalleled
accuracy for subsequent manufacture and
installation of the spool piece. Using the
combined data the manufactured spool
piece was installed with a perfect fit.
First time. Every time. Any condition.
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Contact: sales@blueview.com
+1 206-826-5844

www.blueview.com
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Frank Cobis

Eivind Vethe

L-3 Klein Associates, has promoted Frank Cobis to vice
president and general manager. Mr. Cobis replaces John
Cotumaccio, who has retired from L-3 Klein after seven
years of service.
Mr. Cobis most recently served as the vice president of
programs for L-3 Klein, managing numerous navigation,
maritime security and sonar projects for both domestic and
international customers.
Before joining L-3 Klein in 2004, he was the general
manager of L-3 SeaBeam Instruments, a leading provider
of ocean mapping sonar systems used in government,
commercial and research applications.
Mr. Cobis received a Bachelor of Science degree in
business administration from Eastern Nazarene College.

John Baxter
John Baxter has been named DeepOcean’s Director SURF.
He joins from DOF Subsea Norway AS, where he has
served as executive vice president for business acquisition.
Previously, Mr. Baxter has had several managing positions
in Acergy, and chief operating officer at NKT Flexibles.

Jeff Hager

Jeff Hager has been recruited by Birns to focus on the
design and development of the company’s wide range of
innovative connector systems.
Hager holds U.S. patents for eight complex connector
products for applications ranging from the NASA space
station and the Hubble telescope to missiles and naval
surface ships.
An industry veteran, he brings more than 30 years of
experience to the table in advanced engineering principles,
including Finite Element Analysis, MIL-STD and injection
molding design. Prior to joining the team at BIRNS, Hager
served in numerous leadership roles, such as Senior
Mechanical Engineer at Zebra Technologies, Engineering
Manager at Electro Adapter and Senior Project Engineer at
G & H Technology.

Colin Ferguson
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DOF Subsea, a leading provider of subsea services to
the oil and gas industry, has appointed Colin Ferguson as
country manager for Angola.
Colin, who started his career as a commercial diver, has
more than 20 years’ experience working on large scale
engineering projects in the upstream oil and gas industry.
He joins DOF Subsea from Superior Energy Services/
Hallin Marine Services, where he was country manager for
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Pulse Structural Monitoring has appointed Eivind Vethe
as business development manager in Norway. His
appointment coincides with the opening of a new Bergen
office to extend Pulse’s presence in the Norwegian market
and enable the company to offer enhanced local support.
Based in Bergen, Vethe will be responsible for building new
business and managing existing sales accounts for Pulse’s
products and services in Norway, with a particular focus on
the drilling, completions and workover market.
He will also work with the marketing and technical teams
to develop a new product strategy and align product
development with market and customer requirements.
Vethe has a BSc in automation from Bergen University
College and has more than 12 years of experience in the
subsea arena at Framo Engineering in various positions
and projects. He joins Pulse from One Subsea, where he
was area sales manager with responsibility for sales and
marketing of multiphase measurement systems in Norway
and Denmark.
He also has experience in the Brazilian market. Vethe
will be able to call on support from the Acteon group
companies based in Stavanger.

Bill Boyle
Forum Energy Technologies has appointed William (Bill)
Boyle has been appointed Senior Vice President – Subsea
Technologies. In this role, he will be responsible for Forum’s
global subsea business which includes the widest range of
remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) in the industry, as well
as other products and services critical to the subsea sector.
Bill will be based in Houston, TX.
Prior to joining Forum, Bill held senior leadership positions
at Subsea 7, Wood Group and Technip. Most recently
Bill was Chief Operating Officer at Clough Limited, an
Australian publicly traded engineering and construction
company headquartered in Perth, Western Australia. He
graduated from Robert Gordon University in Aberdeen,
Scotland and is a Chartered Surveyor.
Forum also announced that Bryan Suprenant has recently
been appointed Vice President – Well Intervention. In this
role, Bryan is responsible for overseeing Forum’s interest
in Global Tubing, a leading manufacturer of coiled tubing
strings, as well as developing Forum’s other businesses in
the well intervention sector. Bryan is based in Houston, TX.

GE

Jee
Independent subsea engineering
and training company Jee Ltd
announced the expansion of its
Aberdeen office as part of the firm’s
vision for strategic growth, with the
potential of increasing staff numbers
by 110% in Aberdeen city and Shire.
The new ‘Subsea Corridor’ premises
are more than double the size of
the previous Westhill office, with the
capacity for 60 staff and can provide
project office support for operator or
contractor personnel.
Head of the Aberdeen office, Dr
Jonathan Lindsay, said: “Having
outgrown our previous office, moving
to these new premises will enable
Jee to increase staff numbers 110%
in Scotland.
“Jee moved away from being a niche
pipeline engineering consultancy
some time ago to become a
fully integrated service provider.
Aberdeen, as a subsea centre of
excellence, has become the hub of
this business activity, from which
we market our subsea engineering
expertise, as we increasingly win
engineering projects around the
globe.”

Gardline Marine
Gardline Marine Sciences Limited,
has officially opened an office in
Aberdeen. The office based in the
heart of the city along Riverside
Drive, will engage and support the
local energy market by offering a
highly bespoke and competitive
service to the energy sector.

FoundOcean
FoundOcean, has announced its
further overseas expansion with the
opening of its newest office in The
Middle East.
“The region is a key oil and gas hub
of the world” explained Jim Bell,
Managing Director of FoundOcean.
“And with Abu Dhabi being the
biggest oil producer in the United

Arab Emirates, controlling more than
94% of the UAE’s output, it seemed
logical to take the steps necessary
to facilitate the registration of
FoundOcean with the ADMA OPCO
companies, and to do this we are
proud to announce our partnering with
Emdad LLC”.

Petrofac
Petrofac has launched its KW Subsea
business to respond to the deepwater
offshore engineering services sector
in the Asia-Pacific region.
Consistent with the Group’s strategy
and ambitions of further penetration
into the offshore oil and gas market,
the expansion combines local offshore
pipeline consultancy, Pegasus and
international subsea engineering and
consultancy business, KW Subsea.
The combination of the two niche
businesses will facilitate further
access to the deepwater subsea,
umbilical, riser and flowline (SURF)
and pipeline sector.
The company offers conceptual
design through to front end
engineering design (FEED) and
detailed engineering, bringing to
the Malaysian market a complete
high quality and competitive subsea
engineering service delivered locally.

UTEC
UTEC has opened a new office in
Jakarta, Indonesia. It will focus on
providing quality survey support to
challenging developments in the
expanding Indonesia deep water oil
and gas sector.
The decision to open an office in the
region comes in response to strong
demand from operators and subsea
contractors requiring specialized
international expertise coupled with
domestic resources. PT UTEC Survey
Indonesia services include subsea
positioning, geophysical (AUV),
geotechnical consulting, dimensional
control and 3D laser scanning.

GE has expanded Batam Island
subsea manufacturing facility.
The facility features a new high
bay workshop that will enable GE
to begin manufacturing its first
vertical subsea production trees
in the Asia-Pacific region and
increase local content in Indonesia.
In the future, this facility will have
capabilities to produce both vertical
and horizontal subsea production
trees. The expansion has created
nearly 30 new jobs at the facility and
is expected to add another 50 to 70
new jobs over the next three years.
GE Oil & Gas has invested more
than USD$15 million in Batam
since 2011 for plant expansion,
technology upgrades and the new
high bay workshop. This latest
expansion is GE’s largest investment
to date at the Batam manufacturing
site.

FUGRO
Fugro has reached agreement to
acquire Advanced Geomechanics
Pty Ltd in Perth, Australia.
Advanced Geomechanics is a
consulting company providing
highly specialised geotechnical
and geophysical engineering and
consulting services to the oil and
gas sector in Australia and the rest
of the world.
The company has a team of
highly qualified and experienced
consultants and, with their unique
knowledge database, the company
is widely acknowledged as provider
of high quality, innovative design
solutions and technical advice for
the international offshore industry.
Avanced Geomechanics consulting
activities are complemented by
state-of-the-art laboratory and
sample storage facilities. The
company generated revenues of
AU$ 30 million (EUR 21 million) in
2012, has its main office in Perth and
employs some 70 people.
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DRILLING RISERS

(DRIL-ING RAHY-ZERZ) Leader

ENVIRONMENTAL DRILLING
BARRIER AVAILABLE FROM CLAXTON
IN A VAST RANGE OF PRESSURE AND
CONNECTION CONFIGURATIONS.
With more riser system options than anyone else
and a comprehensive variety of joint connection
options, Claxton is the number one supplier of
drilling risers for sale or rent in the North Sea.
This best-in-class approach to the subsea service
market is just one example of how we're defining,
shaping and leading subsea services.
Learn more about our drilling risers at
www.acteon.com/drillingrisers
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